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Ms. Harhash’s thesis is not only the result of a meticulous work with the 
sources she presented, but it also shows an enormous amount of 
original thinking and personal involvement into the topic. It is obvious 
that she was not only writing a scholarly work, but also by doing so she 
pursued an interest of her own. This personal agenda did not interfere 
with producing an impressive analysis of three central thinkers in 
Islamic history concerning their concepts on women, including 
contextualizing them in the historical and political circumstances under 
which they lived, but it furthermore spurred the intellectual examination 
and sharpened Ms. Harhash’s arguments. Ms. Harhash has 
successfully shown the application of scholarly skills in combination with 
an ambitious progressive endeavour.  

In the initial three chapters of the thesis Ms. Harhash gives us an 
introduction into the main actors of the thesis, the development of 
Islamic law and the ambivalent role of women within it. In chapter 4 she 
presents al-Ghazali as „one of the leading scholars of Sunni and Sufi 
tradition“ (p. 18) and his “many disputable proclamations about women“ 
(ibid). In line with the argument that women according to al-Ghazali can 
gain some virtue in being obedient wives, Ms. Harhash depicts how he 
understood the woman as complementing but always inferior part for 
the man and how he harshened his words in later works. In contrast to 
al-Ghazali in chapter 5 Ms. Harhash presents with the only slightly later 
Ibn Rushd a totally different perception of the women’s role in society. 
With some minor exceptions, he in general but „efficiently makes a 
woman’s quality equivalent with that of a man“ (p. 29f). Ms. Harhash 
shows how Ibn Rushd examines the role of women from a theological, a 
philosophical and a socio-ecological standpoint. Explaining the 
contemporary situation of women by sociological and economical 
reasons he takes the standpoint of a philosopher when “demanding and 
stressing equity for women in the society” (p. 34). But for him it also 
remains clear that „[t]he shortcomings were a result of the failure of the 
social structure in the society, not Islam.“ (ibid.) In chapter 6 Ms. 
Harhash presents Ibn Taymiyya as the counterpart of Ibn Rushd. 
According to him the unequality of women to men in all aspects is  

rooted in their physical nature. Especially when referring to Ibn Abd al-
Wahhab, Ibn Taymiyya’s successor, and more recent conservative 
interpretations of Islam Ms. Harhash reads this as a reaction to political 
circumstances.  



In the following three chapters 7, 8 and 9 Ms. Harhash gives an 

overview over the beginnings of contemporary feminism in early 20
th 

century, mainly in Egypt and Lebanon, and its definition as whether 
“Middle Eastern” or “Muslim Feminism” in contrast to “Western 
feminism”. The two protagonists she presents, Nawal El Saadawi and 
Fatima Mernissi, chose different approaches and consequently did not 
receive the same reception. With the division of body and soul in all 
creeds El Saadawi sees the problem within religion itself, whereas 
Mernissi traces the regional and temporal reception of al-Ghazali, Ibn 
Rushd and Ibn Taymiyya to understand the status of women and thus 
showing the thinkers’ relevance in effectively shaping a society. 
Nevertheless Mernissi is convinced “that Islam encourages equality 
between all believers” (p. 51). Only in these chapters one would have 
wished that Ms. Harhash had shown stronger the conceptual traces 
from todays feminism to the medieval thinkers instead of relying on 
Mernissi’s analysis.  

 
Dr. Markus Wachowski  
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Preface  

Being a good Muslim always meant to know the Kitâb1 And the Sunna 

and, if privileged, to have access to al-Ghazālī's Ihya’ ‘ulum al-Din.  

I was one of those privileged who had the Ihya’ on the shelves of my library 

and quickly referred to it each time I had difficulty understanding or performing 

a rule of God in my daily life. 

Somehow, we are sometimes forced to make a detour, or a U-turn, when 

regular routes do not work anymore.  

One day I woke up as a divorced woman, and my journey of observing ‘ibāda 

(devotion to God) took a different turn. I started working on an academic 

paper that discussed the situation of Muslim women in Jerusalem with 

regards to tradition and religion, and there I met al-Ghazālī again.  This time 

not as the great scholar who helped me interpret God’s orders in the right 

way, but as the man whom Muslim feminists may charge with responsibility 

for the deterioration in the status of women in the Islamic world today.  

 

1 Kitâb is another word for Qur’an used by Muslims. 



I was taken by a real shock, reading his Kasr al-Shahwataiyn,2 I was entering 

a feeling of awe, thinking that my language skills both in Arabic and in English 

must have been defeating me, and then researching al-Ghazālī, thinking that 

maybe it was another al-Ghazālī that was meant.  

However, the al-Ghazālī I met in the course of writing this academic paper 

was the same one who had accompanied my life of a good wife.  

I started researching al-Ghazālī, trying to break the myth of a great scholar, 

even as his followers staunchly defended him. Scholars of al-Ghazālī are 

eloquent. They are well-spoken people. They either try to follow Sufism, which 

makes them appear as “mystical” people to non-followers of Sufism; or follow 

a line of moderate Islam that is not as strict as the Ibn Taymiya’s School, and 

this makes them look liberal.  

Al-Ghazālī is represented in today's Muslim world as a "Muhyi”(Reviver), 

“Hujjat al-Islam” (proof of Islam), the scholar, the Imam who saved the Muslim 

 

2 Al Ghazali, Abu Hamid. Ihya’ ‘ulum al-Din, 3rd Quarter: The Ways to Perdition (Rub’ al-

Muhlikat) Book 23: On Breaking the Two Desires. 



world from the darkness of the hardliners of the Ibn-Taymiya school3 and 

fought fanatical fundamental teaching. 

Comparing al-Ghazālī to Ibn-Taymiya makes the former look moderate. 

However, classifying Islamic scholars as falling into either Ibn-Taymiya's or al-

Ghazālī's camps is not the right approach. 

People like myself, in my previous marital life, represent al-Ghazālī's 

followers, people who perceive him as the liberator from radical Islam and a 

moderate Sufi scholar. 

All this could have a lot of truth; al-Ghazālī contributed much to the teachings 

of Islam, and his contributions through his written work are invaluable. But 

what al-Ghazālī represents when it comes to women issues shows no signs of 

moderation. 

For this reason, I intend to examine al-Ghazālī 's works with a particular focus 

on the status of women. 

 

3 Even though Ibn Taymiya came after al-Ghazālī, but this is how the two schools are 

perceived in today’s societies.  

 



While feminist writers and scholars such as the Moroccan author Fatima 

Mernissi scrutinized the works of al-Ghazālī and accused him of being a 

misogynist; other scholars such as Caesar E. Farah idealized him and 

considered him as a reviver of Islamic thought.4  

In trying to understand his thoughts and works, it is not a surprise to be in a 

state of perplexity upon researching al-Ghazālī. Al-Ghazālī is known to the 

scholarly world and interested readers primarily through his two major works, 

Ihya’ Ulum al-Din and al-Munqidh min al-dhalal.  

The Ihya’ is followed by people like I was in my previous journey who consider 

it as a guide to their dhalal (error) in our different aspects of living. The Ihya’’ 

serves as an encyclopedia to the Muslim seeker of God’s best path. It is 

divided into ‘ibadat (acts of devotion), adat (matters of behavior) muhlikat (the 

Destructive Evils) and munajiyat (the Saving Virtues). Therefore, a Muslim 

 

4 Wener, Rebecca. Gender and Space in Arabic-Islamic Countries. Mount Holyoke College, (15, May 

2007). Fatima Mernissi, for instance, discussed in her book, Beyond the Veil, the Islamic sexual morality 

in a discussion that centers on the views of al-Ghazālī on female sexuality. Mernissi attacks the concept 

of women sexuality in Islam, as she has understood it from al-Ghazālī. Mernissi argues that it is not just 

about men being in control, but about women as being accused of being the source of evil in having a 

power that men do not have. See: Mernissi, Fatima. The Veil and The Male Elite. Translated by Mary Jo 

Lakeland. NY: Perseus Publishing, (1991),p.43. 

https://www.mtholyoke.edu/courses/mjiyad/forum/messages/221.shtml. 

 



does not need to consult any other reference after reading the Quran, except 

for al-Ghazālī's work, which is easy to understand, is eloquent, and moderate; 

while envisioning language and guidance.   

Also, for the avid Muslim reader, al-Ghazālī has a right place in literature. The 

Munqidh is presented as an autobiography of a wanderer and a truth seeker 

that captures the sympathy of the reader and summarizes al-Ghazālī’s life 

experience in his words and narrative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1) An Outline 

 

The status of women in today's Muslim world continues to spur debates 

regarding their role not just today but during the entire history of Islam. It also 

raises questions as to whether Muslim women have experienced greater or 

declining rights and benefits along with that history. 

A critical checkpoint for this debate takes place in medieval times, as between 

the ninth and the thirteenth-century thoughts and views about women were 

shaped by scholars such as al-Ghazālī', Ibn Rushd, and Ibn Taymiyya. 

The school of al-Ghazālī' emerged from the Ash'ari school of religious 

thought, and is considered the representative of Al-Ash'ari in today's primary 

scholastic school in the Muslim world, Al-Azhar. 

Ibn Rushd is viewed as a progressive thinker among Muslim and Western 

scholars, and, by al-Ghazālī’’s followers, as a rival. This is largely a result of 

his book Tahafut al-Tahafut, which Ibn Rushd wrote in response to al-

Ghazālī’’s Tahafut al-Falasifa.  

Whereas the debate took the form of refuting or not refuting philosophy in the 

first place, it continued among followers from both schools into what each of 

the scholars (al-Ghazālī’ and Ibn Rushd) stood for, and thus refuted or 

supported all of what one scholar preached or taught.  

In this sense, many Islamic scholars didn’t do justice to the thought of Ibn 

Rushd that was beyond the Tahafut, and hence, much of his thought stayed in 



the unopened drawer of “different” discourse.   

Ibn Rushd's progressiveness is demonstrated not in his jurisprudence books. 

In many ways, he adapted in his jurisprudence, and his fatwa's to the general 

line of Islamic law voice of his time. His philosophical works, however, were a 

demonstration of his true ideals. His views on women were challenging then, 

and still, are challenging in today's Islamic world. His view on the 

development of the society as a whole is portrayed from a growing 

understanding that was far from application in his time. It is true, however, that 

his views were mainly a revision, as well as influenced by his predecessors 

such as Ibn Sina and Al-Kindi, a school of thought that integrated Aristotelian 

philosophy with Islamic thought. 

Ibn Taymiyya, on the other hand, leaves behind him a school at the opposite 

extreme of Ibn Rushd’s progressiveness, one that in today’s religious 

approach is followed by Salafists and Wahhabis in Saudi Arabia. His followers 

include Ahl al-Sunna was Jama'a5, the same branch of Islamic schools that 

stands opposite the Shiite6. Ibn Taymiyya, according to his followers, is 

considered the "Man of Awakening." It was his view that many a stream of 

Muslims, mainly in Arab countries, decided to take after the failure of Arab 

Nationalism following the Arab defeat in the 1967 war. 

 
5 When mentioning Ahl al-Sunna, it also includes the same stream that al-Ghazali and Ibn Rushd 

and Ibn Taymiyya come from.  
6 After the death of the Prophet, and by the time Ali ibn Abi Talib became caliph. Split among the 

Islamic world started when Shiite; those who believed that Ali is the natural heir of the Prophet 
since he was his cousin, the first to believe in him, and his son-in-law. And those who came from 
the Umayyad tribe, led by Mu’awiya ibn Abi Sufyan, who saw that their strong tribal ties and the 
power they acquired in the Levant made them the deserving caliphs of Islam. From that moment 
on, Islam was firmly fractioned between Shiites and Sunnis. Their faith in what defines Islam as 
religion is the same. The differences are not in the belief but certain behaviors in the schools of 
jurisprudence. But originally their difference is political. 



The importance of these three thinkers’ work lies in their continuing effect on 

today’s Islamic lifestyle, and that includes the perception of women in the 

Islamic world. 

This study attempts to discuss and explore the following: 1) the status of 

Muslim women in that period of al-Ghazālī', Ibn Taymiyya, and Ibn Rushd 

(ninth through thirteenth centuries), with particular focus on these men's views 

on women, and 2) comparing the effect of their views on today's thought in 

regards to women, through a) discussing the general status of Muslim women 

today, and b) examining different Islamic feminist scholars, namely Fatima 

Mernissi, who in her works has excessively criticized al-Ghazālī''s views on 

women, and Nawal Sa'dawi, who has discussed women's status from a 

different perspective relevant to the medieval era and its scholars. 

This research will highlight the thought of both Mernissi and Sa’dawi, 

measuring their direct discourse against medieval thought and how it shaped 

women’s status.  

 

 

  



 

 

2) Introduction  

 

The Muslim (Arab) world continues to struggle to revive an Islamic golden age 

that in the mind of most begins with the rise of Islam, and therefore starts with 

the Prophet. Regardless of all the scholarly work and proofs of the 

development of the Islamic legacy, Muslims tend to hold tightly to the 

concepts and teachings delivered by the Prophet, all the while not realizing 

that many of these conceptions were the result of intellectual work that took 

place between the ninth and thirteenth centuries. 

Amid the ongoing clashes of the Islamic world and in the Middle East, in 

particular, there are calls to return to the original Islamic teachings. Da'esh7 Is 

a consequence of such calls, many of them in response to the failure of 

modern Islamic regimes under the leadership of the Islamic Brotherhood. The 

fall of the Islamic Brotherhood and the reallocation or regaining of power by 

previously overthrown secular military governments (as in the case of Egypt) 

helped nourish extremity in the form of Da'esh.   

Dramatically, what seems like a trip in a time machine took place. The Islamic 

 
7 An Islamic State in Iraq and Syria came into existence in 2014. ISIS is an extremist offshoot 

of Saudi Wahhabi/Salafi doctrines, themselves a radical version of Islam. It is also a 

missionary, using massive Saudi oil resources to spread their teachings throughout much of 

the Muslim world. See: Chomsky, Noam. “What links ISIS to the World War?,”Plymouth 

Institute for Peace Research, http://stopwar.org.uk/news/noam-chomsky-what-links-isis-to-

world-war-1-gaza-and-nuclear-catastrophe, 16 Oct. 2014. 

http://www.pipr.co.uk/all/dark-clouds-loom-in-the-shadow-of-the-first-world-war-noam-chomsky-discusses-isis-ukraine-and-gaza/
http://www.pipr.co.uk/all/dark-clouds-loom-in-the-shadow-of-the-first-world-war-noam-chomsky-discusses-isis-ukraine-and-gaza/
http://stopwar.org.uk/news/noam-chomsky-what-links-isis-to-world-war-1-gaza-and-nuclear-catastrophe
http://stopwar.org.uk/news/noam-chomsky-what-links-isis-to-world-war-1-gaza-and-nuclear-catastrophe


world split into sympathizers and refuters of the new existing factors/powers. 

Sympathizers with the Islamic Brotherhood decided to join the radical Da'esh 

in what appeared to be a conversion of the Al-Ash'ari school to that of al-

Ẓāhirīyahs.8 

The Ash’ari9 school that is well followed in al-Azhar10, where al-Ghazālī'' 

 
8 Zāhirīyah, followers of an Islamic legal and theological school that insisted on adherence to 

the literal text (ẓāhir) of the Qur’an and ḥadīth as the only source of Muslim law. It rejected 

practices in law (fiqh) such as qiyas and raʾy as sources of jurisprudence and looked askance 

at ijmāʾ. Theologically, the school formed the ultimate rejection of anthropomorphism 

(tashbih), attributing to God only those essential elements and qualities set forth clearly in the 

Qurʾān. Dāwūd ibn Khalaf apparently pioneered this approach to the Islamic tradition in Iraq in 

the ninth century, though nothing of his work has survived. From Iraq, the ideas spread to 

Iran, North Africa, and Muslim Spain, where Ibn Ḥazm was their chief exponent; much of what 

is known of early Ẓāhirī theory comes through him. Although it was strongly attacked by 

Orthodox theologians, the Ẓāhirī school nevertheless survived for about 500 years in various 

forms and seemed final to have merged with the Ḥanbalī school. 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/655391/Zahiriyah. 

9 The founder of Ash'ariyyah, Abu al-Hasan (873–935), was a former Mu'tazilite. His books 

became the foundation of Ash'arite theology. 

Through al-Ghazālī’’ and other theologians—such as al-Baqillani (d. 1013), al-Baghdadi (d. 

1038), Al-Juwayni (d. 1085) and Al-Shahrastani (d. 1153)—Ash’ariyyah spread throughout 

the Sunni Islamic world. It is dominant in Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and NW Africa is a strong 

presence in Central Asia and Anatolia, and is present to a lesser extent in India and Pakistan. 

Ash’ariyyah remains a primary source of theology in the Sunni world. 

Ash'ariyyah theology represents a reaction against the extreme rationalism of the Mu'tazilah. 

It holds that human reason should fall under the authority of divine revelation. In this model, 

human reason is incapable of discerning good and evil; the goodness or evil of a particular 

action depends upon God's declaring it to be so. Humanity can only acquire religious truths 

through revelation. The second aspect of Ash'ariyyah theology concerns the nature of the 

divine attributes. Contrary to the Mu’tazilite, who understood Qur’anic references to God's 

physical attributes metaphorically, Ash'ari theology argued for the veracity of these attributes 

while rejecting all crudely anthropomorphic conceptions of God.  

From: Ash’ari (Sunni): http://mb-soft.com/believe/txw/ashari.htm. This subject presentation 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/485794/qiyas
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/492375/ray
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/282520/ijma
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/583839/tashbih
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/280763/Ibn-Hazm
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/254009/Hanabilah
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/655391/Zahiriyah


represents its main champion, appeared to be moderate and rational in front 

of the rising Wahhabi-nourished school in Saudi Arabia, this because its 

teaching is based on the al-Ẓāhirīyah (Arabic: “Literalists”) School, with Ibn 

Taymiyya as its champion. That leaves the secular approach that lies in the 

middle appearing chaotic and nothing but a reaction against the other 

dominant schools of current thought.  

If we can be allowed again into such a time machine, the Muslim world needs 

to look into thinkers and scholars that affected that foundational period, and 

who represented a progressive approach that we often ignore today, an 

approach that incorporates Ibn Rushd’s thought.  

Amid all this chaos, women’s status seems to be moving in the same 

directions as the general atmosphere and changes on the ground. While all 

insist on the direct teaching of the Prophet, it is the thought and teaching of at 

least two centuries after the Prophet that the Muslim world today follows.  

Issues of gender equity do not only form the primary concern in cultures and 

religions, but in almost all life-related issues, including philosophy, law, 

literature, arts, and science, with gender remaining an important factor in 

specifying the social and cultural roles that men and women are entitled to 

follow. 

 

was last updated on 8 April 2014 at 17:21:23. 

10 Al-Azhar Al-Sharif in Cairo, founded in 970, is the oldest university in the Muslim world and 

center of Islamic scholarship. It is renowned as Sunni Islam’s most prestigious university. In 

addition to higher education, Al-Azhar has a national network of schools with approximately 

two million students. http://www.azhar.edu.eg/pages/history.htm. 

http://www.azhar.edu.eg/pages/history.htm


Feminism, as Miriam Cooke defines it, "is an attitude, a frame of mind that 

highlights the role of gender in understanding the organization of society. It 

provides analytical tools for assessing how expectations for men's and 

women's behavior have led to unjust situations, particularly but not 

necessarily only for women." Feminism, at large, by this definition, seeks 

justice and involves political and intellectual awareness of gender 

discrimination, as well as open opportunities for women to participate in public 

life. 

Gender issues are particularly controversial in the Islamic world because the 

religion is traditionally perceived as patriarchal. The debate between what is 

observed in rights and teaching in the Qur’an versus what is applied in the 

society remains contentious and controlled by the oppressive patriarchal 

tradition. But it is of particular importance when it comes to gender relations 

and attitudes in different parts of the Muslim world—and mainly the Arab 

world—and this is precisely the place where we find ourselves face-to-face 

with theology and feminism.  

Islamic feminism, as part of the feminist theology, advocates women’s rights, 

gender equality, and social justice, while remaining grounded in an Islamic 

framework designed to do justice to the uniqueness of Muslim women, their 

culture, and their belief system.”11 Islamic feminism also creates “a move 

away from the earlier focus on women’s rights toward a wider focus on gender 

equality and social justice”12, this being related to primary and intersecting 

 
11 Cooke, Islamic feminism-defining Islamic feminists, 2001. 

12 McAuliffe, J. D. Encyclopedia of the Qur’an (Vol. 2-3). Boston: Brill. 2002:201) 



principles enshrined in the Qur’an. “Those who shaped the discourse on 

Islamic feminism in the first place claimed an explicit feminist identity, but 

most who articulate Islamic feminism in contemporary times are reluctant to 

wear a feminist label.”13 

The process of demonizing women did not begin within the structures of 

traditional monotheistic religions but had existed before these religions 

took form. Age-old myths about the creation of women—including old 

figures like Eve and Ishtar 14 —provided material for debate about 

women’s status, and encouraged society, in which women continued to 

be subjected to scrutiny and dispute, to regard them as inferior. 

Islam projected itself through modern Muslim teachings15 With the image 

of freedom and empowerment for the weak, slaves, and women: it was 

Islam that prohibited the burying of girls alive, and improved the status of 

adult females. The wives and daughters of the Prophet were important 

examples of women playing central roles in society.  

Still, one should not ignore that before Islam, too, women belonged to the 

elite of the Arab nation. Prominent female figures such as Khadija,16 Hind 

 
13 McAuliffe, 2002:201 

14 Ishtar-Inana is the Babylonian goddess of fertility, love, war, and sex. 

15 School education from early childhood in Muslim countries promotes a simplistic view on 

the liberation of women and women’s rights, a view that grows with Muslims into adulthood. 

16 Khadija bint Khuwaylid (555–620 CE) was the first wife of Prophet Mohammad. She was 

the first person to convert to Islam and was herself a thriving businesswoman of Quraish. 



bint Utbah17 , and others come to mind.18  Mernissi is among Islamic 

feminists who handle this issue, as her book Forgotten Queens of Islam19 

tracks the lives of influential women who reigned throughout the history 

of Islam.   

In her book Forgotten Queens of Islam, Fatima Mernissi demonstrates 

impressive as well as excessive examples of women in the formative 

period of Islam that contributed to the rule of the caliphs and had a 

significant role in the Islamic history; however, these women were either 

intentionally removed from historical narratives written by men, or 

described in negative ways, which usually showed them as disruptive to 

the goodness of the rule of men in Islam.   

One can cite many stories demonstrating that women in the early days of 

Islam were not just living well, but were also taking leading positions in 

social and political life. The initial years of Islam included the participation 

 
17 Hind bint ‘Utbah was the wife of Abu Sufyan ibn Harb, an influential man of Mecca. Hind 

initially opposed Prophet Muhammad, and she was the mother of Mu’awiyah I, founder of the 

Umayyad dynasty. She is well known for the actions she took against the Muslim community 

before her conversion.  

18 Women always played a significant role in Arab history, which even had a matriarchal 

period. After the demise of the Arab matriarchies, the privileged position of Arab women 

persisted, as reflected in matrilineal-genealogical filiation through the mother rather than the 

father, a distinctive feature of Arab society. Matronymics such as Ibn Mariya, Ibn Hind, and 

Ibn Salma were names affiliated with Ghassanid kings. See: Shahid Irfan, Byzantium, and the 

Arabs in the Sixth Century, Volume 2, Harvard University Press. (2009), p. 83.   

19 Mernissi, F. Forgotten Queens of Islam, University of Minnesota. 1997. 



of women in certain roles in war, such as Asma bint Abi Bakr20, the 

famed dhat al-Nitaqayn (“the one with the two waistbands")21. Aisha, the 

wife of the Prophet, was considered an important source for ḥadīth 

among the Sunni, and was an opposition leader in the Battle of the 

Camel (al-Jamal).22  

   Jurji Zaydan (1861-–1914), was among the historians and journalists 

who explored that period, shedding light on women's role amid major 

Islamic conquests and characters. In more than ten novels he brings 

women to the front line of that history, where their positions are not 

limited to conspiracies and seduction, but vital twisting functions in the 

history of that time. To mention some: Girl of Qairawan, Shajarat al-Durr, 

Bride of Farghana, Abbasa Sister of Harun al-Rashid, Armansura the 

Egyptian, Girl of Ghassan. In the rest of his Islamic history series, women 

take the main role even when the title doesn't carry a female name. 23  

 
20 Asma’ Bint Abu Bakr was the daughter of Abu Bakr as-Siddiq. She was the elder sister of 

‘Aisha and the mother of `Abdullah Ibn az-Zubair, and she accepted Islam very early in 

Mecca, pledging to the Prophet directly.  

21 When the Prophet Mohammad and Abu Bakr attempt to migrate to Medina, Asma used to 

carry food to them at night. She tied the goods with the two belts of her cover, and she 

received the title Dhat al-Nitaqayn, meaning “She of the Two Belts.”  

22 Aisha played a pivotal role in the lives of two caliphs, and she contributed to the 

destabilization of the third, Othman, by refusing to help him when he was besieged in his 

house. She contributed as well to the downfall of Ali, the fourth caliph, by taking command of 

the opposing army in the Battle of the Camel, which derived its name from the fierce fighting 

that centered on the camel upon which Aisha was mounted. Captured, she was allowed to 

live quietly in Medina. See: Mernissi, Fatima. The Veil and the Male Elite. New York: Basic 

Books. Perseus Books Publishing (1987), p. 5. 

23 Even though Jurji Zaydan’s novels are fictional, but the characters of his stories were original 

and real. 



In the formative centuries of Islam that followed, however, the weakened 

situation of women came to the surface when scholars and jurists such 

as al-Ghazālī’ (according to C. E. Farah’s introduction to his translation of 

al-Ghazālī’’s Kasr al-Shahwataiyn) established “codes of behavior for 

families and women, elucidating laws and theories with verses from the 

Qur’an and Ḥadīth and forming what would become the regulations for 

women's conduct until this day."24 The same applies to following jurists 

such as Ibn Taymiyya, whose views on women continue to be practiced 

among his followers.   

As mentioned earlier, the Muslim world today primarily features two schools of 

thought: al-Ghazālī''s and Ibn Taymiyya's. Taking into consideration the 

generalization of this statement, there may be an under-recognized major 

school of thought that can stand as an alternative to the schools of al-Ghazālī' 

and Ibn Taymiyya, which are both conservative in comparison: that of Ibn 

Rushd. Rushd's thought, despite being a vibrant presence in today's Muslim 

world, is not well understood and remains limited to academic and intellectual 

circles. 

Al-Ghazālī’ discussed women extensively in his different works, and from his 

time onward has been regarded as Islam’s “revivalist” and “deliverer from 

error” on almost any given question or issue, women’s issues among them 

taking an important place. His explanations in the chapters of Ihya' Ulum Al-

din on marriage and abstinence are among the most well-known and followed 

 
24 Al-Ghazālī’, Curbing the Two Appetites. Trans. C. Farah. 

Http//:www.Ghazālī'.org/works/abstain.htm. p. 21 

http://www.ghazali.org/works/abstin.htm


“disciplines.” In his other works he also carefully included his views on 

women, with these being known by a large number of readers.  

Ibn Rushd, on the other hand, discussed the issue of women on a different 

level than al-Ghazālī’. Ibn Rushd is also a celebrated scholar and jurist who is 

widely respected in today’s Islamic scholarly world. However, the more well-

known thoughts and teachings of Ibn Rushd are in his Tahafut al-Tahafut, 

which came as a response to al-Ghazālī’’s infamous Tahafut al-Falasifa, and 

in many scholarly circles, researchers busy themselves in refuting his Tahafut 

for the benefit of that of al-Ghazālī’. 

Ibn Rushd's works were explored and adopted in the West centuries before 

he became acclaimed as a Muslim thinker. Known as Averroes in the West, 

Ibn Rushd's contributions to the West's Enlightenment era have been highly 

appreciated and acknowledged. Therefore, it will be beneficial to shed light on 

Ibn Rushd's views on women through exploring some of his works, including 

the Commentary on Plato's Republic, Fasl al-Maqâl, and Bidayat al-Mujtahid. 

Ibn Rushd’s ideas among Muslim scholarly teachings are often presented as 

unnecessarily open and unsuitable to Islamic societies, with al-Ghazālī’ used 

as the model for moderate thinking. Ibn Rushd is also described as an elitist 

scholar, while al-Ghazālī’ is perceived as a modest observer. 

On the other end of the spectrum stands Ibn Taymiyya, whose radical views— 

amid the rise of Da’esh fundamentalist groups claiming to follow his 

teaching—are highly observed in today’s Muslim societies. He left 

tremendous work, and his Majmou’a al-fatawi is a thirty-seven volume 



collection of fatwas from his capacity as a jurist and Qadi. Among his fatwas is 

fatawi al-Nisaa’, in which his views on women are clearly expressed. 

 

 

  



3) Plato and Aristotle Views on Women 

Plato and Aristotle brought a philosophical methodology to the idea of 

women's roles that created the structure of unique ideas on different 

extremes. 

Plato thinks that: " the females bear children while the males beget them. 

We'll say there has been no kind of proof that women are different from 

men.”25  

Aristotle however, believes that: "the relation of men and women is that of 

ruler and ruled, males and females have distinct virtues due to their different 

functions, although women have the capacity to deliberate, their reason lacks 

authority, and while a man can possess practical intelligence the most a 

woman can achieve true opinion".26 

According to Prudence, Plato is the founder of the sex unity theory; Aristotle is 

the author of sex polarity and gender neutrality principles.27 

Plato however, also had some polarity in his works. Sex unity is found in the 

Republic and Laws, and gender polarity in the Timaeus. The Symposium with 

its central role for Diotima supports the equality of man and woman in the 

category of Wisdom.28  

 

25 Plato. The Republic, http://www.idph.net. (5 18, 2002) (accessed 5 1, 2014), p. 454e. 

26 Jawin, Alexandra. The Ideal Role of Women in Plato's and Aristotle's Societies. (2012), 

pp. 112-13.See: (pol.1.13) 

27 Sex polarity: the notion that men and women are significantly different and men are 

superior to women. Sex unity, the idea that men and females are not significantly different 

and those they are equal. 

28 Prudence, A. Plato, Aristotle, and The Concept of Woman in Early Jewish Philosophy. 

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, (1987). 



3.1 Plato’s views on women  

Plato discusses women directly and indirectly in his different works. It is 

nevertheless important to investigate what may sometimes appear 

contradicting views in the various projects. 

The Republic is the ideal state in Plato's thought. He addresses the issue of 

the role of women in Book V through indirectly advocating the inclusion of 

women into the elite class of guardians, by saying that the guardian class is 

comprised of only the most outstanding individuals. He explains his vision of 

the best community, and in the book, he mentions the different roles and 

matters needed in the community. He says:   

And if I said, the male and female sex appear to differ in 

their fitness for any art or pursuit, we should say that such 

pursuit or art ought to be assigned to one or the other of 

them; but if the difference consists only in women bearing 

and men begetting children, this does not amount to a proof 

that a woman differs from a man in respect of the sort of 

education she should receive; and we shall, therefore, 

continue to maintain that our guardians and their wives 

ought to have the same pursuits.29 

Plato further challenges the capability of women in performing certain tasks 

just as men by their skills and talents, not with their nature. 

After a series of positive confirmations to the questions he poses, he takes an 

opportunity to make his final assessment by confirming that men and women 
 

29 Plato. The Republic, http://www.idph.net. 5 18, 2002. (accessed 5 1, 2014) book V, p. 

311. 



alike possess qualities that make a guardian; that they only differ in their 

relative strength or weakness.30  

However, there are obvious places where Plato makes derogatory remarks on 

women, both in the Republic and other works. In the same book (book V), for 

instance, he states:   

I hardly like even to mention the little meanness’s of which 

they will be rid, for they are beneath notice: such, for 

example, as the flattery of the rich by the poor, and all the 

pains and pangs which men experience in bringing up a 

family, and in finding money to buy necessaries for their 

household, borrowing and then repudiating, getting how 

they can, and giving the money into the hands of women 

and slaves to keep–the many evils of so many kinds which 

people suffer in this way are mean enough and obvious 

enough, and not worth speaking of.31 

Plato never used the nature of women as the explanation of his critical views 

about their behavior. Even though Plato uses nature in many arguments, but 

never when it comes to women. He often offers criticism on women’s behavior 

in Athens, but when it comes to women in his ideal city who will be raised 

under ideal circumstances will be judged by the quality of their souls, and 

those who are qualified to become guardians will be rigorously educated.  

 

30 Plato. The Republic, Book V, p.313. 

31 Plato. The Republic, Book V, p.324. 



He even gives a woman a more strategic role in defending the state against 

the enemy as a Guardian. 

Plato implies that men and females have the same abilities and it is not just 

limited to the guardian class, but also to medicine and music. Even though he 

says that women are weaker than men at the end of the sentence, but he 

does not limit women from being guardians, as much as men, however, he 

believes that everyone is raised to serve the state to his or her best, whether it 

a man or a woman. 

For Plato, a city he idealizes is a city which functions harmoniously, and the 

ideal city will run more smoothly when every citizen performs the function they 

are suited. 

One must also note though that Plato is equally as critical of men for having 

the same misrule in the soul. Plato tends to stress the fact that women 

behavior is a result of the society that raises her and not her nature.32 

The famous review that women's role in the reproductive process is a sign of 

the type of soul women possess is not even acknowledged with Plato.  Plato 

makes no mention of any physical process that signifies the quality of one's 

soul, and hence, by no means does the biological differences between men 

and women, affect their ability to reach the same philosophical level. 

Giving Birth for Plato is a purely physical rather than an emotional or a 

spiritual process. For once the children are born, there is no sense that the 

female Guardians will feel any loss or desire to raise a child. Giving birth is 

just a routine. For Plato, the ideal role of women in his state is whatever her 

nature allows s her best to do. 

 

32 Plato. The Republic, Book V, p. 314. 



In the Republic, he discusses the issue of women, because he cannot discuss 

the subject of an ideal state without half of his population. However, the 

Symposium, where the issue of sex and the role of women in the country are 

not addressed nor are women much discussed, Diotima33 presents the issue.  

When it comes to family Plato removes the traditional model of the household 

in his Republic. For him, a woman is a guardian first and foremost who has 

the extra duty of giving birth to future citizens. 

Plato appoints to women a part that is almost equivalent to that of men. 

3.2 Aristotle views on women 

Aristotle does not aim to create the ideal state nor radically alter the 

society like Plato. In the Generation of Animals,34 In Chapter 1 of Book IV he 

says when he discusses the nature of sexes:  

 Since male and female are distinct in the most perfect of 

hem, and since we say that the genders are first principles 

of all living things whether animals or plants, only in some 

of them the sexes are separated and in others not, 

therefore we must speak first of the origin of the sexes in 

the latter. For a while the animal is still imperfect in its kind, 

the distinction is already made between male and 

 

33 When Socrates begins his accounts of the Eros he declares: “ I shall try to go through for 

you the speech about love I once heard from a woman of Mantinea, Diotima- a woman who 

was wise about many things besides this: once she even put off plague for ten years by 

telling the Athenian what sacrifices to make. She is the one who taught me the art of love, 

and I shall go through her speech and best I can on my own.” (Symposium 201d) See: 

Prudence, SR. Allen. , P. 57. 

34 The Generation of Animals is referred to in Latin as DeGeneration Animalium.   



female."35  

 

And in affirmation of this statement he continues: 

The male and female are distinguished by an individual 

capacity and incapacity. The female is that which receives 

semen, indeed, but cannot form it for itself or secrete or 

discharge it. …The woman is opposite to the male and is a 

woman because of its inability to concoct and of the 

coldness of the sanguineous nutriment.36  

 

In his Political Community Text in On Politics, he admits that there is a need 

to unite things that cannot exist separately, and the need to reproduce is not 

by choice but by nature. However, he sees that this will result in a ruler and a 

ruled relationship that are by nature united for their welfare. "For those who 

can intellectually foresee things are by nature rulers and masters, and those 

who can physically do things are of nature subjects and slaves. And so the 

same thing benefits masters and slaves. Therefore, it was out of the two 

associations of men and women and master and slaves that the first 

household arose."37.  

 

35 Aristotle. Generation of Animals, Book IV, Ch1. Trans: Arthur Platt.  Web Edition 

published by eBooks@adelaide. Last updated 26.2.2014. The University of Adelaide Library. 

S.Australia. 

36Ibid.  

37 Aristotle. Thomas Aquinas Commentary of Aristotle's Politics. The book I Ch.1 Political 

Community Text (1252a1–1253a38), eBook. Translated by Richard J.Reagan. Cambridge: 

Hacket Publishing Company, Inc, (2007). 



Since the structure is evident to Aristotle in whom societies run is that of a 

ruler and a subject, he deliberates his next level of community in the 

household: 

The household has parts from which it has also been 

established, and the complete household consists of 

slaves and free persons. But we should first study 

everything from its smallest parts, and the first, most minor 

parts of the household are master and slaves, husband 

and wife, and father and sons. Therefore, it will be 

necessary for us to consider what each of the three is, and 

what each should be. The first is despotic, the second 

marital, and the third reproductive, although the latter two 

have no exact name. And let us consider these three 

things that we mentioned. 38 

His second part of household management is about wives and children. He 

insists on treating the relation as a relation between subject and rulers; he 

says: 

 We should consider in general about subjects and rulers 

by nature whether they have the same or different virtue. 

For if both need to share in great character, why will it be 

necessary that one always rule, and another always is a 

subject? For it is impossible for them to differ by more and 

 

 

38 Ibid. , Chapter 2 Household and Slavery (1) Text (1253b1–1254a17). 



less, since being a subject and being a ruler differ 

specifically, not to a degree. And if the one needs to have 

virtues, and the other does not, this is astounding. For if 

the ruler will not be self-controlled and just, how will he rule 

well? And if subjects lack virtue, how will they be good 

questions? For one who lacks self-control and is cowardly 

will not perform his duties. 39 

When it comes to virtue, it is clear for him that both need to share in virtue, but 

differences exist between them  ‘naturally’ and for him the situation is that; 

“free persons rule over slaves in one way, males over females in another way, 

and men over children in still another way. And parts of the soul are present in 

all of them but different ways. For slaves completely lack deliberation, females 

have it but weakly, and children have it only imperfectly." 40 

Since Aristotle believes in a political community, and women represent in any 

case half of the numbers, he agrees that the education of women is essential 

to the community by stating: " it is necessary to educate both women and 

children regarding the regime, if it makes a difference for the political 

community that children and females are virtuous. And it necessarily does. 

For women represent a half of the free persons, and children become 

stewards of the regime41.  

 

39 Ibid. Chapter 10 Family Text (1259a37–1260a36) (Aquinas, pp. 66-70). 

40 Ibid. Chapter 10 Family Text (1259a37–1260a36) (Aquinas, pp. 66-70). 

41 Ibid. Book 2 Chapter 3 Common Wives and Sons Text (1262a24–1262b36).  



Aristotle asserts that women's souls are less forceful than male souls. 

Women's lack of spirit entails that they are less emotional regarding emotions 

connected to "spirit" rather than less emotional regarding the appetites. 

According to Aristotle, women are intelligent, capable of deliberation, and of 

giving sound advice, so it is not that women cannot deliberate logically, but 

that emotion is likely to overpower their deliberations. Which makes them 

differ than slaves. Who have no reason whatsoever, and children who have 

the reason but use it imperfectly? 

In marriage, and what he calls friendship between husband and wife, he 

recognizes that women are necessary for domestic happiness as well as 

reproduction. The type of marriages he describes required that both parties 

exhibit excellences of their respective sex, so even though men and women 

have different excellences, both must be sufficiently competent to contribute 

to the family. He expects women to contribute to the family, if not in equal 

measure to the men then at least significantly.  

Aristotle still thinks that both males and females have distinct functions that 

neither can do better than the other and of course, the reason women have 

separate functions from the men is that he believes that women have different 

natures. But yet he doesn't belittle women's contributions to the household. 

 

4) Women’s Status in the Islamic Medieval Era  

 

In discussing any scholarly topic about the Islamic Medieval era, one cannot 

get away with neglecting philosophy. The period marked the making and the 



end of Islamic philosophy, and during this time any discourse, whether 

agreeing or refuting, took a philosophical form. However, jurists and imams 

took their power from the teachings implied as a result of the formative period 

in the two centuries that succeeded the death of Prophet Mohammad (PBUH). 

The debate and the challenge that has opened the courts of the sultans and 

caliphs were not just about entertainment and luxury in bringing in scholars 

close to the court. It was the power these people had over the people as a 

result of the teachings that were followed in every aspect of Islamic life. The 

jurist, the Imam, was the person who had the power of God on earth. This is 

why it is not possible to discuss the centuries that followed without 

understanding the formative centuries and how they developed.   

The legends regarding al-Ghazālī’’s and Ibn Rushd’s roles in the rise and fall 

of Islamic philosophy remain intriguing, though not necessarily true. For 

example, one cannot say that philosophy was assassinated by al-Ghazālī’, 

and as much, one cannot say that Ibn Rushd succeeded in saving it. The 

discussion around this issue remains important, though, because it 

encouraged intellectual debate in the religious formation and legislation of the 

period. This period becomes all the more interesting in that it was followed by 

Ibn Taymiyya, who, as a Hanbali Sunni, adopted the hard-line of the religion, 

despite being himself a scientist who couldn't completely refute philosophy, 

instead choosing only parts of it relevant to his ends. His wit and vast 

knowledge on religious scholarly issues made him in a way a closure on the 

pre-existing four major Islamic schools (Hanafi, Shafi'i, Maliki, and Hanbali). 



In Dimitri Gutas’ essay on the historiography of Arabic philosophy, he 

confirms that: 

Arabic philosophy did not die after al-Ghazālī, '' and it was not a 

fringe activity frowned upon by a so-called orthodoxy. It was a 

vigorous and largely autonomous intellectual movement that lasted 

a good ten centuries—some would say it is still alive in Iran—and 

played a crucial role in shaping high culture both before and 

especially after Avicenna, its greatest exponent. The problem is that 

Arabic philosophy has been very unevenly investigated, with some 

periods and personalities receiving the lion's share of attention and 

others none, something which is partly also responsible for the 

failure of historians of Arabic philosophy to present it adequately to 

the outside world. It is possible and relatively easy to trace the 

causes of this rough treatment of Arabic philosophy and its lack of 

appreciation and understanding by other specialists of both Islamic 

studies and philosophy, of three approaches: the orientalist, 

mystical/illuminationist/the political.42 

 

Ibn Rushd, as a jurist and a Qadi, played a significant role in building the 

connection between religion and philosophy, with this regard revolving around 

his attempt to rationalize religion. 

 
42 The study of Arabic philosophy in the twentieth century. An essay on the historiography of 

Arabic philosophy. Dmitri Gutas.   



It is agreed among scholars that the formative period of Islamic law43 begins 

with the first three centuries of Islam: the seventh through the ninth centuries 

CE, in which the major topics and problems of law were debated and 

established.  

Wael Hallaq confirms that early Muslim scholars were aware of the fact that 

they were living within a political order that envisioned an ideal Islamic order 

within the society; "They were incapable of envisioning an Islam without 

Islamic government and law. In the later Muslim accounts, these scholars 

would be characterized as Ahl Al Ra'y, (People of Opinion).”44 Ahl Al Ra'y 

based their interpretations on the ḥadīth, in which dealing with different laws 

was reliant on a personal sense of what the scholar believed the Prophet 

would have done or said.  

During the ninth and tenth centuries, individual specialists in ḥadīth busied 

themselves with gathering ḥadīth narratives into written compilations, which 

resulted in the emergence of the classic ḥadīth books, which contained only 

ḥadīth narratives judged to be authentic by the compilers, along with the 

Isnads upon which that judgment was based.45 Such scholars came to be 

known as Ahl al-Ḥadīth. Al-Shāfīʿī began a significant movement that led to 

the canonization of law, with a key trend being to add sayings of the Prophet 

 
43 Wael Hallaq defines the formative period as that historical period in which the legal system 

arose from rudimentary beginnings and then developed to the point at which its constitutive 

features had acquired an identifiable shape. See: Hallaq, Wael. An Introduction To Sunni 

Usul al-Fiqh. Cambridge University Press. 1997.  

44 Weiss, Bernard C. The Formation of Islamic Law. In The Spirit of Islamic Law. 1-23. The 

University of Georgia Press. 1988. Pp. 8-9. 

45 Weiss 12-13. 



to justify the laws. Legal scholars onwards were able to take those books and 

make their judgments in regards to the reliability of each text and its context. 

Al-Shāfīʿī is a notable figure, regardless of debates concerning the 

authenticity of his work al-Umm46 by scholars such as Calder47, who “put 

forward the radically revisionist thesis that the al-Umm, along with the 

founding texts of the Maliki and Hanafî schools of law, is in fact the product of 

organic textual growth, the end-product of school discussions arising 

generations after al-Shāfīʿī؛s death, and [who] preferred to attribute the work 

to anonymous students of the latter.”48  

Nonetheless, “Al-Umm is a multi-volume magnum opus Kitâb al-Umm [that] 

along with legal-theoretical treatise al-Risäla opened up an unprecedented 

view into Islamic legal thought in the formative period of the late eighth 

century.”49  

The Qur’anic text remains of relatively modest size and the amount of strictly 

legal provisions in the Qur’an is, in any case, meager. However, it remains the 

essential source for particular areas of the law such as family and inheritance 

 
46 Muhammad b. Idris al-Shāfīʿī ' (d. 204/820) 

47 Calder (Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence 1993) 

48 Al-Shamsy, Ahmed, Al Shafi’i's Written Corpus: A Source-Critical Study. The University of 

Chicago. 

49 The Corpus preserves a wealth of legal material, including works of various Shafi'i and 

prominent scholars. Al-Shamsy, Ahmed; Al-Shafi’s Written Corpus: A Source-Critical Study. 

The University of Chicago. 



law. On the other hand, the body of ḥadīth texts is enormous, and a much 

greater part of the law would be anchored in ḥadīth than in the Qur'an.50 

There is something fundamental in Islamic teaching when it comes to Islamic 

law. To know about a particular law, a Muslim needs to ask a jurisprudent 

(Mufti) to give his opinion. According to Islamic tradition, it is the jurisprudent 

that is entitled to interpret the rule because he has been taught the necessary 

evidence of what God wants, mainly via the Qur’an and Sunna, and he is the 

one who knows how to derive practical answers from that evidence. This 

person goes over proof in his mind, comes to a conclusion, tells it, and at this 

point, there appears Islamic law."51 

At this point, it is important to understand what the compound term "madhhab" 

means. Often, this term refers to doctrine, meaning a particular tenet in a 

single context. When discussing laws, madhhab may similarly apply to a 

jurisprudent concerning a particular case. Madhhab, however, as an opinion 

concerning a particular case, has a common reference, but when the 

madhhab is the doctrine of a specific school, it often appears without 

reference to a particular case at all. Toward this end, madhhab will refer to a 

school of law, which is a body of jurisprudence that in one way or another 

follows the teaching of one jurisprudent for which the school is named. What 

distinguished a school was a collection of distinctive juridical opinions that 

 
50 Weiss 14-15. 

51 Melchert. Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries. Edited by Byruud 

Peters and Bernard Weiss. Volume 4. Brill Leiden. New York. Koln, 1997.   



were collected and ascribed to a particular teacher52.  

Historically, Sunni Muslims followed one of the four established schools of 

madhhab. In Iraq, Abu Hanifa was followed. Malik; in Hejaz. Al-Shāfīʿī put 

together the schools from both Iraq and Hejaz and came up with his school. 

"The mechanism by which there came to be four schools, not more or fewer, 

was the taqlid, speaking on someone else's authority, whereby one does not 

search the sources for one's answer to a question through Ijtihad but merely 

repeats the opinion of a former jurisprudent.”53   

Al-Ghazālī' sought to divide the branches of law (furu) into two parts. The first 

is related to the affairs of the world and is contained in the books of law. In 

accordance, those entrusted with them are the jurists (Fuqua), who are 

scholars of the world (ulama' al-Dunya). The second branch of law for al-

Ghazālī’ is related to the matters of the hereafter—but these, he says, will 

form the content of the revival of the religious sciences.54

 

 

 

 
52 Melchert Christopher. The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries. 

Edited by Byruud Peters and Bernard Weiss. Volume 4. Brill Leiden. New York. Koln, 1997. 

Introduction.  

53 Melchert Christopher. The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries. 

Edited by Byruud Peters and Bernard Weiss. Volume 4. Brill Leiden. New York. Koln, 1997. 

Introduction.  

54 Indeed jurists saw themselves as authorities in all facets of the revealed law, claiming that 

not the worldly science of law but the science of the hereafter has power in the more 

consequential branch of the law, al Ghazālī’ demoting law even in what it sees as its 

jurisdiction (1st rev 112) 

 

(http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/maimonides/). 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/maimonides/


4.1 Women in Islamic Law  

 

When mentioning legal matters that concern women, it is not a surprise that 

they mainly affect marriage and divorce. The patriarchal structure of society 

organized women to become wives, and unsurprisingly, what a woman would 

need from the law concerned her rights and obligations in the institution of 

marriage. The Qur’an itself indicates that a woman’s wifely role is her primary 

one, even though she may be involved in other tasks. The emphasis in the 

Qur’an is reflected in legal texts, where most of the material devoted to 

regulating women's lives is mainly on marriage and divorce from one side, 

and on ritual, purity, prayer, or punishment on the other. All other 

considerations are addressed to men.   

The typical structure relegates the woman to be under the guardianship of the 

man, first as a child to her father, and then in marriage to a husband: 

The majority of the verses in the Qur’an about women's 

lives depict a woman who is a member of a patriarchal 

household. She is at all times under the care and control of 

a male guardian. When she is a minor, he manages any 

assets she has. If she is fortunate, he manages her assets 

responsibly, and he turns them over to her once she has 

reached the physical, mental maturity. Whether she is a 

minor or an adult, he is in charge of concluding a marriage 

contract on her behalf. When she passes into the care of 

her husband, she owes her husband absolute obedience. 



However, women have the rights as well as men and are 

urged to treat the women in their care well.55  

In short, a Muslim woman, as Spektorsky puts it, “is a member of a patriarchal 

household who is both cared for and controlled by a male guardian, ideally 

her father, until she reaches her puberty and then her husband. No matter 

what the Madhhab is, there is a consensus of guardianship on women. In 

marriage, a woman cannot marry without her guardian. Even though 

Mathaheb could have different views, such as Abu Hanifa, there are places 

where a woman can be a guardian, but this is limited to marrying her slave.56 

Concerning divorce, “the chapters in fiqh texts devoted to divorce include a 

myriad of details and discussions vastly more than those on marriage. 

Regardless of the dispute among the different Mathaheb on the issue, it is 

worth noting that these accounts address men, not women, and a man’s right 

to utter the words for divorce. It does, though, discuss what a woman’s rights 

and obligations are after being divorced. The base is that a man decides the 

divorce. The exception is what is called khul’.” 5758 In short, women receive a 

 
55 Spektorsky, Women in Classical Islamic Law. p. 59. 

56 Spektorsky, p. 98. There is a ḥadīth related to Aisha in which she authorizes that a woman 

marries her slave without needing a guardian. 

57 Spektorsky 124. 

58 On the question of kafa’a, which is the eligibility of the groom, in this case, Malik differed 

from the Hanafi, Shafi’i, and Ibn Hanbal, and held firmly that Muslims are each other’s equals. 

It is also reported that Malik thought that if a woman wishes to marry a pious man poorer than 

her, she should appeal to the Qadi if her father is reluctant to conclude the marriage. In 

general, the model that is applied within jurists is based on a grouping of Qur’an 65:1 (When 

you (men) put away women, put them away for their (legal) period and reckon the time) and 

of the tradition of the Prophets insisting that Ibn Umar not divorce his wife while she was 



whole set of guidelines on how to behave and to be obedient. In many ways, 

the Qur’an wasn't explicit about it, but nevertheless, the interpretation around 

it created a vast survey of guidelines and rules that became, for all intents and 

purposes, God-given. This led to a place where women's status became 

coherent with her presumed value. 

For instance, consider the contradiction of the following verses:  

 "They (your wives) are your garment, and you are a garment for 

them." [Holy Qur’an 2:187] 

"Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah 

has given the one more (strength) than the other, and because they 

support them from their means. Therefore the righteous women are 

devoutly obedient and guard in (the husband's) absence what Allah 

 

menstruating, but instead divorce her in a period of purity before he had resumed having 

intercourse with her. The other point of argumentation among jurists in all schools is how 

many times a man needs to spell the word (you are divorced) or how he spells. They busy 

themselves in categorizing types of divorce, and that gives people the opportunity to change 

their minds in the divorce maybe.  

Divorced women shall wait by themselves for three periods. It is unlawful for them, if they 

believe in Allah and the Last Day, to hide what He has created in their wombs, in which case 

their husbands would have a better right to restore them should they desire reconciliation. 

And for them similar to what is due from them to kindness. But men have a degree above 

them. Allah is Mighty and Wise. (Qur’an 2:228). 

If he divorces her (for the third time), she shall not be lawful to him after that until she has wed 

(not for the purpose of remarrying her former husband) another spouse and then if he 

divorces her it shall be no offense for either of them to return to each other, if they think that 

they can keep within the Bounds of Allah. Those are the Bounds of Allah. He makes them 

understandable to people who know. (Qur’an 2:230). 



would have them, guard. As to those women on whose part ye fear 

disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish them (first), (next), refuse to 

share their beds, (and last) beat them (lightly); but if they return to 

obedience, seek not against them Means (of annoyance): For Allah 

is Most High, great (above you all). (Holy Qur’an 4:34) 

From one side a woman is what makes a man complete and vice versa, 

whereas from the other, she becomes a subordinate of a man, and hence, he 

is most potent, and it is his duty to make her behave through disciplining her. 

Such verses formed a whole set of guidelines for women to behave within, 

and for men to master their power, which doesn’t only include general 

disciplines, but also sexual life and behavior. In one verse He says: 

Women are your planting place (for children); come then to your 

planting place as you please and forward (good deeds) for your 

souls, and fear Allah. And know that you shall meet Him. Give 

glad tidings to the believers. (Holy Qur’an 2:223) 

Consequently, the place the Qur’an gave to women, along with its resulting 

legal practices, was not easy to circumvent within the patriarchal setup of 

Islamic societies. For instance, when it comes to inheritance, the Qur’an 

offers a clear distinction between women at different levels, from daughter to 

wife, sister, and mother. Positively, the verses leave no room for dismissing 

women from inheritance, even though her share remains less. For example, 

the wife's share of the inheritance is 1/8th, while the husband’s share is 1/4th. 



Similarly, a daughter gets one share while a son gets two shares. In the case 

of parents, though, both receive the same share.  

Allah charges you concerning your children, for a male like the share of two 

females. If they are women, above two, they shall have two-thirds of what he 

left, but if she is one, then to her a half. While for his parents, to each one of 

the two a sixth of what he left, if he has a child. But if he has no child and his 

heirs are his parents, his mother shall have a third. If he has siblings, to his 

mother a sixth after any bequest he had bequeathed, or any debt. Your 

fathers and your children, you do not know which of them is nearer in benefit 

to you. This is an obligation from Allah. Surely, Allah is the Knower, the Wise. 

(Holy Qur’an 4:11) 

As much as this may have given some rights or proclaimed such rights, it still 

didn’t provide equality. And hence, women in Islamic society to this day 

struggle in claiming their clearly acquired share in inheritance. 

Another important issue is the role a woman takes or practices in legal cases, 

such as testimony. As in succession, her right is not equal to a man's, so in 

evidence, whereas two women witnesses are needed to fulfill a statement, 

one person is sufficient. The verse in this area is also evident and detailed: 

  Believers, when you contract a debt for a fixed period, 

put it in writing. Let a scribe write it down between you 

with fairness; no scribe shall refuse to write as Allah has 

taught him…Call to witness two witnesses of your men, 

if the two are not men, then a man and two women from 

http://wikiislam.net/wiki/Compendium_of_Muslim_Texts
http://www.usc.edu/org/cmje/religious-texts/quran/verses/004-qmt.php#004.011


the witnesses whom you approve; so that if one of the 

two errs, one of them will remind the other… (Holy 

Qur’an 2:282) 

It is in such places that the role of women is complicated: whereas the 

testimony of women is not equal to man, the fact that the verse speaks 

about trade and contracts indicates clearly the involvement of women in 

such issues. The woman in this sense is not the wife at home, nor the 

daughter or the mother, but a partner or colleague in a business situation. 

Interestingly, on the topic of punishment, a woman takes a share equal to the 

man. Even though the issue discussed in this particular case is adultery or 

prostitution (zina), the punishment against people who wrongly accuse 

women of such acts is harsh and decisive. 

And those who launch a charge against chaste women, and 

produce not four witnesses (to support their allegations), 

flog them with eighty stripes; and reject their evidence ever 

after: for such men are wicked transgressors.” (Holy Qur’an, 

24:4) 

Al-Shāfīʿī for instance, portrays a famous example in his fatwas concerning 

women, as he would sometimes go against majority opinions to follow a 

revealed text. Alternately, he sometimes discounted or reinterpreted a 

revealed text to remain within the parameters of the mainstream law. 

According to Vishanoff, an example of such is portrayed in a matter regarding 

women, when "the Prophet had clearly stated that women should not be 

http://www.usc.edu/org/cmje/religious-texts/quran/verses/002-qmt.php#002.282


prevented from going to ‘the mosques of God,' but al-Shāfīʿī particularized 

this report to the point that the only mosque women were guaranteed the right 

to visit was the sacred precinct in Mecca, and then only for an obligatory 

pilgrimage. All the jurists al-Shāfīʿī was aware of said men had the right to 

prevent women under their authority from attending prayers at local mosques, 

and he appealed to their agreement as evidence supporting his drastic 

modification of the plain meaning of the Prophet's words.”59  

 

 

5) Al-Ghazālī 

 

Born in AD 1058 in Tus, present-day Iran (d. 1111), Abu Hamid Muhammad 

Ibn Muhammad al-Ghazālī' al-Tusi, better known as al-Ghazālī,' is viewed as 

one of the leading scholars of Sunni and Sufi traditions. The Ash'arite 

teachings, which remain a significant aspect of the Muslim social order to this 

day, he is credited with preserving. After he began leading al-Nizamiyya 

Madrasa in Baghdad in 1091, he was given many titles by Nizam al-Mulk60: 

Brightness of Religion (Zayn al-Din), Distinction among Religious Authorities, 

and Proof of Islam (Hujjat al-Islam). 

 
59 Vishanoff, Formation of Islamic Hermeneutics, p. 36. 

60 Garden, First Islamic Reviver, pp.18-22. At the age of 23, Al-Ghazālī’ became the student 

of the famous Muslim scholar Abu'l Ma'ali Juwayni. After the death of Al-Juwayni in 1085. Al-

Ghazālī’ was invited to go to the court of Nizam al-Mulk. In 1091 Nizam al-Mulk appointed him 

as a chief professor in the Nizamiyya of Baghdad. He had more than 300 students.   



Al-Ghazālī’ contributed important books on jurisprudence, theology, 

philosophy, and logic, and he also promoted Sufism and ethics in his work, 

thus being a major influence on Islamic science and theology. 

Al-Ghazālī’’s Tahafut al-Falasifa, an argument in support of religion, was so 

debatable, yet widely adopted by his supporters, that he has been held 

responsible for the diminishment of logic and reason in Islamic thought; his 

beliefs resulted in Ibn Rushd’s composition of Tahafut al-Tahafut, a direct 

response to al-Ghazālī’’s Tahafut.  

5.1 Al-Ghazālī’ ’s life \work and influence 

 Al-Ghazālī contributed to what is perceived as undying 

books in the history of Islam that included works on Jurisprudence, 

Theology, Philosophy and Logic. He submitted himself genuinely to Sufism 

in his later life, amid which time he delivered a series of works on Sufism and 

ethics. It is worth noting that he was not accepted into the Sufi orders during 

his early life.  

Al- Ghazālī’s contention in support of religion was so strong, that he was 

blamed for harming the reason for logic in which resulted in Ibn Rushd 

(Averroes) composition of Tahafut al- Tahafut as a response to his Tahafut al 

-Falasifa.  

Al-Ghazālī’s approach in his writings and his message changed by the time. 

Sometimes with structure and other times with addressing a different 

audience. "In all cases al-Ghazālī' was an elite religious scholar who 

commanded a particular authority by his learning, as a representative of the 



revealed law, and as a master of the social and professional conventions of 

elite scholars…. Al-Ghazālī’ cultivated a different form of religious authority, 

namely that of a pious ascetic, disdainful of the approval of political 

authorities, and fearless in commanding right and forbidding wrong, even 

when speaking to powerful men.”61 

5.2 Sufism effect on al-Ghazālī 

We have seen that al-Ghazālī was profoundly influenced by Nizam al-Mulk, 

in which affected his views on women. This takes us to the other place that 

influenced al-Ghazālī's views on women which are Sufism. 

When evaluating al-Ghazālī's work, we can see that his ultimate aspiration 

was to reach the realms of Sufism, which is clearly stated in many of his 

works that have been mentioned previously. However, for the purpose of this 

research, my focus was only on some of his work, e.g. Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn’, 

particularly the part that serves as a guideline to practicing Sufis. Also, his al-

Munqidh min al-dhalal, he makes it clear to his readers that he found the 

right path to understanding God through Sufism. This observation brings 

forward a potentially more profound reason why al-Ghazālī changed his 

position on women in his writings between the Mizan al-‘Amal and Iḥyāʾ 

ʿulūm al-dīn.  

As mentioned earlier, al-Ghazālī wasn't just a modest thinker and an 

observant philosopher with no particular agenda. Gardens argue that al-

Ghazālī was denied entry to becoming a Sufi. Moreover, he spent the rest of 

 

61 Garden, Kenneth. The First Islamic Reviver. p.127. 



his life becoming one. So his critical views on women could be an outcome 

to his designated guideline/manual to Sufism. 

 Devoted mystics focus on religious austerity and separation from their 

general surroundings, and the impression of women as a power for diversion 

legislated their state of mind towards them. 62  The dominant perspective 

among them was that marriage obstructs the procedure of focusing on God. 

 

Farah argues in the Introduction of the Curbing that: 

Before the rise of the Sufi orders after the twelfth century, 

devoted mystics stressed asceticism and detachment from 

the world around them. Their perception of women as a 

force for distraction governed their attitude towards them. 

They did not regard them as inferior when they insisted on a 

life apart but rather that they should be less visible to avoid 

temptation, particularly for those who were commencing the 

arduous task of denial, abject humility, and withdrawal. If 

women are perceived by the extremists among them as 

agents of temptation, this is not to attribute malicious intent 

to them, but rather to highlight the inherent weakness in 

those males who might not have been qualified or were 

even ready, for the spiritual journey to God. Those who are 

not familiar with the Sufi literature on love, excessive love, 

 

62 A Aftab.Macksood, Historicizing Al-Ghazālī, and His Influence. Masters Thesis in History 

of Science. Extension School, Harvard University. 



and the position of women in Sufi undertakings are 

understandably misled by their symbolisms and similes.63 

For Sufi Muslims, forbearance is an important practice that would prompt 

union with God and women are a source of a distracting energy from their 

aspired devout journey towards the divine. Marriage is an option, just if all 

else fails, especially for those whose sexual urges are so strong and not 

easy to control. An explanation that may justify al-Ghazali’s guidelines in 

Marriage in Adab al-Nikah. The Sufi discernment had a tendency to disaffirm 

the Muslim conviction that marriage was important for the spread of life. 64  

 

5.3 Plato and Aristotle’s influence on al-Ghazālī 

 

 There is no doubt that Aristotle influenced al-Ghazālī's views on women, 

especially in structure. They both perceived men as superior by natures. 

Also, both agree that it is not just about inferior vs. superior natures. But 

women are by nature evil.   

Both Aristotle and al-Ghazālī decided that a woman's best role in society is 

to raise children and that women are best suited for household activities. 

However, whereas Aristotle gave the women more credit in this sense, al-

Ghazālī did not. Consequently, al-Ghazālī treated women as a subordinate 

to men. His clear statement on marriage as "slavery  (Riqq)" explains a lot 

about his perception. Aristotle in this sense was generous. He gave women 

 

63 Al-Ghazali. Abstinence in Islam. Kasr Al Shahwataiyn. (Trans. C. Farah) (1992) P.22. 

64 Ibid. Preface.: p.1. 



credit for their role within the family. He explained that a good family is the 

outcome of a good wife. Al-Ghazālī only saw one master and an obedient 

wife. 

Whereas al-Ghazālī's general perfect Islamic state encompasses Platonic 

views in moralities and structure, he never considers Plato's comments on 

the nature of women and the roles Plato gives the woman in the Republic. 

Al-Ghazālī has a clear perception on the futility of education and knowledge 

when it comes to women.  As a result, the role of women outside the home is 

not a relevant issue.  

Al-Ghazālī ’s women serve the desires and needs of men. Al-Ghazālī ’s 

perception of women and their roles as wives are very likely connected to the 

Sufi teachings that renounce desire.   

 

5.4  Women in Al-Ghazālī’s Thought and Teaching   

 

Al-Ghazālī’ made many disputable proclamations about women, endorsing 

beatings as punishment for defiance and portraying marriage as a form of 

acceptable servitude. He also insisted on the belief that women’s nature is 

mixed with that of the devil, that women's minds aren't suited for education, 

and he was quick to provide a rundown of inherent female imperfections. In 

his trademark style, in the majority of his work al-Ghazālī' used the Qur’an 



and the hadith as his sources, thus appearing to compliment the Qur’an and 

the recorded expressions and activities of Prophet Muhammad.65  

In a genuine attempt to reach a pious relationship with God that helps society 

become a better place, Mizan al-ʿAmal is full of advice and guidance from 

someone who is trying to harmonize the relationship of a person to his 

behavior. There is a lack of patriarchal language, and when he speaks about 

education, for example, he delivers his message to everyone: though he 

never mentions women correctly, he never makes claims for education's 

exclusivity to men. The same applies to other advice he provides on virtue, 

wisdom, and love. In a section on desires, he never mentions women in 

accusatory position, an approach totally different than that later written in 

Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn. In Mizan al-ʿAmal, his message is for both men and 

women.  

He specifically mentions women in the chapter (declaration) on Explaining 

the Sorts of Goods and Felicities, describing a virtuous woman as “the plough 

of the man and the protection (shield) of his religion. The Prophet said: the 

 
65 C. Farah, a translator of the Ihya’, highlights in his preface that “It is important to note while 

working on al Ghazālī’ texts, that there is no precise citation of ḥadīth sources where scholars 

of Islamic tradition are in agreement. Al-Ghazālī’, however, relies often on much less verified 

ḥadīth, some of which have been relayed on weak or relatively unreliable authority. It seems 

that he was more interested in the didactic message, often used in the Ihya' to support a 

contention, than in what purists of later years might perceive as precision. Apparently, he was 

willing to risk the judgment of posterity and criticism for incorporating traditions that could not 

be verified.” See: Al-Ghazālī’’, Abu Hamid. On Breaking the Two Desires. Book 3: The Ways 

to Perish. In The Revival of Religious Sciences, translated by Caesar Farah. Minneapolis: 

Bibliotheca Islamica, (1992). 



best help in religion is a good (virtuous) woman.”66 He recommends marriage 

to virtuous women who keep their religion in good practice and recommends 

not favoring outer beauty over inner beauty. Though the rest of his 

mentioning of women in these passages is not particularly positive, it is not 

aggressive or offensive. For instance, in the chapter on desire, he discusses 

food and sex and explains the restrictions on sexual positions to maintain 

reproduction. He also makes a list of women's given roles that includes her 

beauty, maintaining a household, and virtue.   

Regarding the issue of disobedience discussed within the Qur’anic guidance 

of Sura 4:3467, he gives guidance in Kimya al-Sa’âda, offering directions as to 

how many days a man should abandon the woman, and how to strike her 

and on which part of her body.68 Such direct intervention hasn't aroused 

much controversy because he was giving guidance and precise details on 

matters outlined in the Qur’an.  

By the time he writes Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn and Naṣiḥat al-Muluk, al-Ghazālī' has 

harshened his views regarding women tremendously. He describes marriage 

as a form of slavery for women, and makes authoritative statements on 

obedience, saying: "Marriage is a kind of enslavement; thus she is his slave, 

 
66 Al-Ghazālī, Abu Hamid. Mizan al-'Amal (The Scale Of Action). Edited by Suleiman Dunia 

(1st ed), Dar al Ma’aref. Egypt (1964)  P.297. www.Ghazālī.org. 

67 “Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one over the other and what 

they spend [for maintenance] from their wealth. So righteous women are devoutly obedient, 

guarding in [the husband's] absence what Allah would have them, guard. But those [wives] 

from whom you fear arrogance — [first] advise them; [then if they persist], forsake them in 

bed; and [finally], strike them. But if they obey you [once more], seek no means against them. 

Indeed, Allah is ever Exalted and Grand.” Holy Qur’an. 

68 Al-Ghazālī’, Alchemy of Happiness, p. 70. 



and she should obey the husband absolutely in everything he demands of 

her provided such claims do not constitute an act of disobedience."69  

We know by of the personal life of al-Ghazālī' outside a few accounts of his 

family in his work, such as in Al Munqidh min al-Dhalal. This leaves modern-

day scholars with little evidence for why he changed his views on women, 

other than the fact that his isolated journey somehow influenced the 

alterations: he apparently had a normal life before he embarked on his 

journey, but by the time he returned, his prejudice against women was 

established, and on display in the Ihya’ and Naṣiḥat al-Muluk.  

Scholars today dispute the idea that al-Ghazālī' was just a wandering scholar 

seeking the final contemplation with God, arguing that he was instead a 

sharp thinker whose career was firmly attached to the court of the sultan. 

Indisputably, he certainly had an agenda regarding the Muslim world. 

In the introduction of C. Farah’s translation of Etiquette of Marriage and 

Curbing the Two Appetites, the second part of which deals with carnal lust, 

Farah compliments al-Ghazālī’’s willingness to discuss without inhibition such 

a delicate subject. His approach to it, and to other sensitive topics, according 

to Farah, “are not anchored in society's mercurial and wavering values but in 

the firmer and more permanent standards established by religious ethics, 

particularly those enshrined in the Qur’an and the fundamental law of Islam, 

 
69 Al-Ghazālī’, Etiquette of Marriage, p. 120. 



the Shari'a.”70 

These are also the same topics that al-Ghazālī'' dealt with in the eleventh 

century, with none treating the question of human sexuality outside the 

context of religious injunctions directly.71 Al-Ghazālī’ finds in the desire for 

food an introduction to all evils, insinuating that abstaining is the quickest way 

to become a prophet.72  

The second, and longer, part of Curbing is about the lust of the genitals. Al-

Ghazālī’ differentiates between the lust of a man and that of a woman; 

whereas for men sexual desires seem normal, like wanting food, and are 

something a man needs to suppress, he describes lust in women as if it is an 

innate quality, associating women with Iblis.73 He also claims "women are the 

snares of the devil. Were it not for this lust; women would have no power 

over men."74 He also offers examples of women seducing men and the men 

resisting.  

 
70 Al-Ghazālī’, On Breaking the Two Desires. Book 3: The Ways to Perish. In The Revival of 

Religious Sciences, translated by Caesar Farah, (1992). 

71 In the Curbing of the Two Appetites, Al-Ghazālī’’ states in the introducing paragraphs: 

“Know ye that the greatest pain afflicting man is the lust of the stomach. It is on account of it 

that Adam (PBUH) and Eve were ejected from the abode of tranquility (the garden of Eden) to 

the abode of humiliation and impoverishment (this world). The fruit of the tree (apple) had 

been prescribed to them, but they allowed their covetousness to overwhelm them, so they ate 

of it, and the evil thereof became apparent to them.” See: Curbing Appetites p. 31 translation 

of C. Farah, p.1 Arabic). It seems interesting that he lays responsibility here on both Adam 

and Eve, not Eve alone.   

72 Ibid. 

73 Al-Ghazālī’’, On Breaking the Two Desires, p. 12. 

74 Ibid. 



For a man to control and curb his lust, al-Ghazālī''s advice is marriage. In this 

sense, a woman becomes a product the man chooses, and his advice for a 

perfect wife is an impoverished, religious, virtuous woman who "must be 

inferior to man in four things. Otherwise, she would despise him: age, height, 

possessions, and status. But she should be superior to him in four: beauty, 

upbringing, religiosity, and good manners."75 

In Adab al-Nikah, there is an attempt toward a moderate attitude toward 

women. First, al-Ghazālī' makes a connection between male and female 

perspectives of sexual needs and the union required for the making and 

continuation of humankind. Surprisingly, he regularly gives credit to females 

in the process of the making of humanity. He affirms that marriage is a good 

way to channel man's sexual desire, citing its importance for making women 

produce children. One common theme in the chapter on the wedding, though, 

is his focus on the needs of men, rather than men and women, with the ladies 

being simply the objects of male desire.76 For example, he compares a 

woman to a donkey, in that a male should control female desires.77 

In the following chapters, he focuses on the qualities that a man should seek 

in a wife, yet it is always clear that he was a firm believer that men were the 

 
75 Ibid. p. 14. 

76 Al-Ghazālī’’. Etiquette of Marriage, p. 3 (Arabic), p. 8. (English).  

77 He says: “Ibn Salim said when asked about marriage: ‘It [marriage] is more desirable in 

this time of ours for someone who is overcome by lust: like the male donkey who sees a 

female donkey and can neither be dissuaded from her by beating nor can he control himself; 

should he control himself, it is preferable to leave him alone’.” Ibid.  pp. 25-26. 



holders of virtue in charge of correcting and supervising women’s behavior.78  

As for the husband’s obligations in marriage, he says, “He is obligated to 

observe moderation and good manners in twelve matters: feasting, 

cohabitation, dallying, exercising authority, jealousy, support, teaching, 

apportionment, politeness at times of discord, intimate relations, producing 

children, and separation through divorce.”79 It seems as if it is out of nature 

that women are usually ill-mannered, and it is men who must take on the 

burden of patience and tolerance.  

He does, though, praise men who are just with their wives, citing the Prophet 

as saying: “The most perfect of believers in faith are those who are the finest 

in manners and most gentle toward their wives.” And also, “The best among 

you are the most charitable toward their wives, and I am the best among you 

toward my wives.”80 

Al-Ghazālī'' retreats to the norm in the fourth assertion, making claims such 

as this: 

It is a man's right to be followed, not to be a follower. God 

has appointed men as trustees over women and has 

called the husband "master," and the Lord has said, "and 

they met her lord and master at the door" [Qur’an 12:25]. 

For if the master is transformed into a slave, then he has 

 
78 Ibid. pp. 37-38. 

79 Ibid.  

80 Ibid, p. 45. 



exchanged God's grace for thanklessness.81 

The remainder of the text offers guidelines about women's behavioral 

obligations and includes instructions as to how to teach a woman about 

menstruation, how a man performs sex and ejaculates, how to have children, 

how to be pure, and how to maintain beauty after childbirth. He also declares 

how in every sense the male is superior to the female, and how to manage 

disputes and encourage equality among wives.82  

Also, to make it clearer and closer to the heart of the reader, he says: “The 

Messenger of God was asked, ‘What rights can a woman claim from a man?’ 

He replied, ‘to feed her when he eats, to clothe her when he is clothed, [but] 

not to be insolent or beat her excessively. He is to avoid her only in 

cohabitation.’”83 On divorce, a chapter is dedicated to the supremacy of man 

and inferiority of women in this sense.84 

Regarding women’s behavior, al-Ghazālī’ stresses how wives ought to impart 

to spouses “loads of life,” how she ought to be faithful, and how she should 

regard him. He describes the role of a woman in Adab al-Nikah by ordering 

her to stay at home and tend to her spinning, to go in and out only in 

emergencies and not excessively, to visit neighbors infrequently and only 

when necessary, and to look after the house and tend to all the requirements 

of the husband. Also for the benefit of the husband and his pleasure are 

 
81 Ibid, p. 45. 

82 Ibid, p. 51. 

83 Ibid, p. 54. 

84 Ibid. 



recommendations on the female's personal hygiene. Besides these 

demands, the female should also be dedicated to practicing religious rituals.85 

Al-Ghazālī' then cautions all men to be watchful of women because their 

cunning is monstrous, their insidiousness is poisonous, and they are corrupt 

and ill-spirited. He confirms this by saying: "It is a truth that all the trials, 

hardships and burdens which come upon men originate from women."86  

As if that weren't sufficient, near the end of the treatise he delineates ten 

rights that women do not have. The list declares men to be sensible, and that 

they should be sympathetic toward women because women are of lesser 

mind. It also states that women are men's detainees, that one ought to never 

take their recommendation or consider seriously what they say, and that 

misguided individuals who rely on their feelings die.  

If up until this moment his book was about the dominance of man in merits 

and qualities, al-Ghazālī' offers the last chapter on what he calls "man's 

rights." In the Arabic version of the text, it begins by saying: 

The conclusion (essence) is that marriage is a type of slavery (riqq). 

She is a slave to him, so she has an obligation to be obedient to him 

completely in all what he asks her from herself in what doesn't have 

disobedience (he means to God).87 

 
85 Al-Ghazālī’. (Trans. Farah Adab a Nikah), Etiquette of Marriage. p. 124. 

86 Ibid. 

87 Ibid. 



He makes a man's position closest to God's position in worshipping and cites 

many examples of ḥadīth in which the superiority of a husband is featured. It 

is important to note here that this whole paragraph was omitted from Farah's 

English translation. 

Consequently, we know now that al-Ghazālī' saw women as subordinates 

whose role in the household was one of obedience. We also know that, 

outside of weaving and spinning, women have no place in the workforce or 

leadership. 

The work Naṣiḥat al-Muluk is considered among the last of al-Ghazālī’’s 

works88. In the book, he repeatedly takes an attacking position on women, 

comparing women to the devil, and warning kings against their evil. It is also 

important to note, though, that Naṣiḥat al-Muluk was written in Persian, and 

some parts are not guaranteed to be attributable to al-Ghazālī’ himself.  

The final chapter is called “On Women and Their Good and Bad Points,” in 

which he admits that the world relies on women because of birth, though it 

remains men's obligation to take safeguards in matters of picking wives and 

giving girls in marriage. Al-Ghazālī’ uses women as illustrations depicting 

moral and behavioral issues such as losing one’s temper or succumbing to 

temptation.  

 
88 Ibid. However, the date of the book is debated. It dates from sometime between 1105 and 

1111. “Modern scholars customarily characterize the work as paradigmatic of the genre of 

mirrors for princes, consisting of moral advice and litany of do’s and don’ts for the prince.”  



In the opening chapter, he warns men about women and the evil caused by 

them and says that kings who display certain negative traits will have 

behaved like women.89 In the fourth part of chapter one he speaks about 

arrogance, and offers the following warning: “beware of women, because if I 

ever set up a trap to people, I rely on women.”90 To demonstrate this, he 

describes tricky, cheating characters in the guises of a prostitute and an 

unattractive old woman. 

After mentioning ḥadīth that emphasize the evil of women, he starts his own 

explanations, stressing that one should look for a wife who has “good 

religion.” This leads to a rare respite in which he mentions women’s good 

qualities in the household, and relates stories that show wisdom in women, 

including those that taught men great lessons. He emphasizes how wives 

should share with their husbands the burdens of life, but continues to 

reiterate how she should be obedient and respectful toward him. 

More controversially, he categorizes types of women as follows: “The race of 

women consists of ten species, and the character of each (of these) 

corresponds and is related to the distinctive quality of one of the animals. 

One resembles the pig, another the ape, another the sheep.”91 Other types of 

women are described as a scorpion, a mouse, a fox, a mule, and a dog. For 

him, the best woman is "blessed like the sheep, in which everything is useful. 

She is helpful to her husband and his family and the neighbors, 

 
89 Ibid, p. 158. 

90 Ibid, p. 13. 

91 Ibid. (Trans) pp.165-166. 



compassionate with her kinsfolk, affectionate towards the household and her 

children, and obedient to Almighty God."92  

Al-Ghazālī presents women in Naṣiḥat al-Muluk as a major obstacle to proper 

leadership. He considers women to be “compromised in both religion and 

wits, and at the mercy of men by divine injection, however; evil, treacherous 

and seductive.”93 He also advises that women are kept illiterate, "for teaching 

them to read and write will have an undesirable impact on their character." 94 

However, he finds for women some virtue in a ḥadīth of the Prophet:  

Whenever a woman, who fulfills God’s requirements and is 

obedient to her husband, takes hold of a spinning wheel and 

turns it; this is as if she were reciting God’s epithets, joining 

congregational prayer, and fighting against infidels. For al-

Ghazālī “as long as (a woman) spins at the wheel, sins 

vanish from her. Spinning at the wheel is women’s bridge 

and stronghold. Three sounds reach to the throne of God on 

High: 1) the sound of bows being drawn by warriors fighting 

infidels; 2) the sound of the pens of scholars; 3) the sound 

of spinning by virtuous women.95 

  

 
92 Ibid. 

93 Al-Ghazālī’. Counsel for Kings, (trans.) pp. 158-73. 

94 Ibid. pp. 158-73. 

95 Ibid. pp. 162. 



6) Ibn Rushd (Averroes) 

 

6.1 Ibn Rushd’s work and Influences 

Abu al-Walid Muhammad Ibn-Rushd, also known as Averroes in 

the West, was born in 1126 A.D (died in 1198) in Cordova.  

His ideas influenced the transformation of thought in medieval Europe. 

He is considered the last of the great Muslim thinkers who integrated 

Islamic traditions and Greek thought. His beliefs and writings were to 

have an effect on the minds of many intellectuals in the Middle Ages 

who lived beyond the borders of al-Andalus.96 He critically used the 

classical commentators Themistius and Alexander of Aphrodisias and 

philosophers such as al-Farabi, Ibn-Sinna, and Ibn-Bajjah. 

Although Ibn Rushd's early work dealt with medicine, legal and 

theological writings, much of his focus was on philosophy. Undoubtedly 

his most important books in this area combine religious-philosophical 

polemical treatises, composed in the years 1179 and 1180: Fasl al- 

Maqâl fima bayna al-Hikma was al-Sharia min al-Ittisal 97; and Tahafut 

at-tahafut in defense of philosophy and a direct response to al- 

Ghazālī’s Tahafut al Falasifa. 

One cannot but notice Ibn Rushd’s eagerness in his writings to start 

from the perspective of the soundness of Sharia, but at the same time 

showing how misleading interpretations can be. He also asks the 

 

96 Habeeb Salloum, Averroes- The Great Muslim Philosopher who planted the seeds of the 

European Renaissance. 1998. Http//www.arabworldbooks.com/articles19.html.  

97 Known in English as Decisive Treatise and Determination of the Relationship between the 

Divine Law and Philosophy, with its Appendix: al-Manahij al–adilla. 



student of philosophy for the same consideration accorded by the 

student of Islamic jurisprudence. According to Ibn Rushd "both need 

time and assistance to arrive at a comprehension of their art. And as 

long as there is such a harmony between philosophy and religion, there 

should be no tension between practitioners of either".98 “To establish 

the true, inner meaning of religious beliefs and convictions is the aim of 

philosophy in its quest for truth. This inner meaning must not be 

divulged to the masses, which must accept the plain, external meaning 

of Scripture as contained in stories, similes, and metaphors.”99  

His attempt to harmonize between religion and philosophy also led to Ibn 

Rushd’s defense of philosophy’s position vis-a-vis his predecessor al-

Ghazālī ’s attack against Ibn-Sinna and al-Farabi, in particular.  

In the Commentary on Plato’s Republic, Ibn Rushd emphasizes virtue; 

theoretical, deliberative or cognitive, and moral.100 The importance of 

theoretical virtue becomes more and more evident until it ultimately 

becomes apparent that no one can lay claim to any of the other virtues, 

unless reason rules in his soul. To have this order of attributes 

established and the citizens to be raised to develop them, political 

practices must be in the hands of a philosopher.101 

 

 

98 Butterworth, E. Charles. Ethics in Medieval Islamic Philosophy, p.235.  

99 Fraenkel, Carlos. Philosophical Religions from Plato to Spinoza. 1. Cambridge Press, 

(2012), pp.37-81. 

100 Butterworth, E. Charles. Ethics in Medieval Islamic Philosophy, p.236. 

101 Thahabi, Hasan Majeed Obeidi and Kathem, Fatima. Ibn-Rushd Talkhees Assiyasa Li 

Aflaton (muhawaret al Jumhouriya ), first edition,  Beirut: Dar Attaliah, (1998).  



6.2 Plato and Aristotle in Ibn Rushd’s Thought 

Scholars describe Ibn Rushd as a faithful commentator on the 

works of Aristotle and Plato. According to Charles Butterworth, Ibn 

Rushd regarded Aristotle as embodying the highest development of 

human intellect, but by no means a tedious one. He strives to explain 

the thought of these two Greek Philosophers while often indicating 

where he agrees or disagrees with them and sometimes passing over in 

silence on the important argument, or presenting an argument as 

belonging to Plato or Aristotle, but which in fact is not theirs. "This 

means above all that the thoughtful reader must be prepared to read 

the commentary along with the text commented upon, even though Ibn-

Rushd does not seek to treat either author in a cavalier fashion.102 E.I. 

J. Rosenthal also describes Ibn Rushd in commentaries on Aristotle's 

treatises on the natural sciences, as "someone who showed the 

considerable power of observation."103 

Ibn Rushd’s recognition of Plato’s idea of the transformation and 

deterioration of the ideal perfect State into the four imperfect States is of 

great importance. 104  Mu’awiyah I, 105  Who according to Ibn Rushd 

 

102" Butterworth, E. Charles. Ethics in Medieval Islamic Philosophy. The Journal of Religious 

Ethics, n.d. , Cambridge University Press, (2001), p.234.  

103Rosenthal E.I.J., Ibn-Rushd, (1995) http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ir/art/ir-eb.htm.  

 

104 Leaning heavily on the treatment of Plato’s political philosophy by al- Farabi, Averroes 

looks at The Republic with the eyes of Aristotle, whose Nicomachean Ethics constitutes for 

Averroes the first, theoretical part of political science. He is, therefore, only interested in 

Plato's theoretical Statements. He explains Plato, whose Laws and Politics he also knows 

and uses, with the help, and in the light, of Aristotle's Analytica posteriora, De anima, Physica, 

and Nicomachean Ethics. See:  http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ir/art/ir-eb.htm. 

http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ir/art/ir-eb.htm
http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ir/art/ir-eb.htm


perverted the ideal State of the first four Caliphs106  Into a dynastic 

power State, is viewed by Ibn Rushd in the Platonic sense as having 

turned the ideal State into a Timocracy.107 Similarly, the Almoravid and 

Almohad states are shown to have deteriorated from a state that 

resembled the original perfect Sharia’ state into Timocracy, Oligarchy, 

Democracy, and Tyranny. 108  The study of The Republic and the 

Nichomacean Ethics enabled the Falasifa to see more clearly the 

political character and content of the Sharia’ in the context of the 

classical Muslim theory of the religious and political unity of Islam.109 

Ibn Rushd sees much common ground between the Sharia and Plato’s 

general laws (interpreted with the help of Aristotle), notwithstanding his 

conviction that the Sharia is superior to the Nomos.110 He accepts al-

 

105 Mu’awiyah I, Mu'awiyah ibn Abi Sufyan,(born c. 602, Mecca, d. 680, Damascus).Founder 

of the Umayyad dynasty of caliphs. He fought against the fourth caliph, ʿAlī (Muhammad's 

son-in-law), seized Egypt and assumed the caliphate after ʿAlī's assassination See: 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/395758/Muawiyah-I. 

 

106 The first four Caliphs: Abu Bakr, 'Umar, Othman, and Ali. All four were among the earliest 

and closest Companions of the Prophet. 

 

107 Plato discusses five types of regimes. They are Aristocracy, Timocracy, Oligarchy, 

Democracy, and Tyranny.  

108 Ibn-Rushd here combines Islamic notions with Platonic concepts. In the same vein, he 

likens the false philosophers of his time, and especially the Mutakallimun, to Plato's sophists. 

In declaring them a real danger to the purity of Islam and the security of the State, he appeals 

to the ruling power to forbid dialectical theologians to explain their beliefs and convictions to 

the masses, thus confusing them and causing heresy, schism, and unbelief. See: Introduction 

by Thahabi, Obaid to Talkhees Assiyasa, commentary on Plato’s Republic, p.17. 

 

109 http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ir/art/ir-eb.htm. 

110 Nomos, (Greek: “law,” or “custom”:) plural Nomoi, in law, the concept of law in ancient 

Greek philosophy.  

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/371782/Mecca
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/150420/Damascus
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/613719/Umayyad-dynasty
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/395758/Muawiyah-I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristocracy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timocracy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oligarchy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrant
http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ir/art/ir-eb.htm
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/332745/law


Farabi’s 111  The equation of Plato’s philosopher-king with the Islamic 

Imam, or leader and lawgiver, but leaves it open whether the ideal ruler 

must also be a prophet. 

Ibn Rushd completely ignores Aristotle’s negative concepts of women. 

Although Ibn Rushd was an Aristotelian, it is unlikely that Aristotle’s 

negative position on women. 

It may also be, Ibn Rushd, in his efforts to legitimize Aristotle in the 

minds of his readers (to “Islamize him”), ignores the latter’s attitudes 

toward women, finding it easier to refer to Plato on this subject.112 In so 

doing, however, he also shows himself to be more similar to Plato, 

which made his findings so unusual for the Muslim world of his time.  

Interestingly, Ibn Rushd's "own philosophy developed into an intriguing 

combination of Aristotelian and Platonic theories. Ibn Rushd argued for 

a sex-polarity orientation for the masses that followed the religion, and a 

sex-unity orientation for the elite who developed philosophy."113 114 

 

111 Al Farabi expresses his deepest thought in his commentaries on Plato. "The philosophy 

of Plato" presents Plato's philosophy whereas the Summary presents his art of kalam. The 

exercise of kalam presupposes then the acceptance of the revelation of the law by the 

Prophet. It is a kind of kalam peculiar to the defenders of philosophy and not to the defenders 

of religion. See: Leo Strauss's Defense of the Philosophic Life. Reading What is Political 

Philosophy. Edited by Rafael Major. University of Chicago Press, (2013). 

112 Prudence, SR. Allen. Plato, Aristotle, and the concept of woman in early Jewish 

Philosophy, Florilegium, Canada, (1987), pp. 91-92. 

113 Ibid. pp. 98-99. 

114 In his comparison of the status of women in his time to what he aspires in the ideal 

state—i.e., having a status that is not different than that of a man, he describes a woman as a 

plant whose fruits only are used. He rejects the idea that a woman is only good for sewing 

and giving birth. In fact, he asserts that a woman can govern, and run a state, in addition to 

conducting war. He went on to give her access to wisdom and anything that could be related 



In his comparison of the status of women in his time to what he aspires 

in the ideal state—i.e., having a status that is not different than that of a 

man, he describes the woman as a plant whose fruits only are used. He 

rejects the idea that a woman is only good for sewing and giving birth. 

In fact, he asserts that a woman can govern, and run a state, in addition 

to conducting war. He went on to give her access to wisdom and 

anything that could be related to the achievement of justice in society. 

He even went so far as to criticize his generation's view about women 

as being oppressive and unjust. 

6.3 Women in Ibn Rushd’s Thought and Teaching 

 

In reviewing Bidayat al-Mujtahid, one cannot but notice that Ibn Rushd’s 

legal judgments, analyses, and fatwas were in keeping with the views of 

the jumhur al Ulama’ (Islamic scholars). However, there is a prevailing 

attitude of moderation in his fatwas that pertain to women. He would 

state all the possible different opinions, but would sometimes put reason 

in his final words. 

 

to the achievement of justice in society. He even went so far as to criticize his generation's 

view about women as being oppressive and unjust.   

Another note is Ibn Rushd access to the text. It has been debated that Ibn Rushd might not 

have worked on the original text of Plato, but rather Galen’s commentary on the Republic. As 

well as the issue of Ibn Rushd’s writings themselves that have been lost and translated to 

Hebrew long before being accessed in Arabic. The reason behind what history called the 

catastrophe of Ibn-Rushd, which led to his exile and burning of his books, remains under 

speculation. However, it is not impossible to realize that his ideas caused anonymous 

enemies to him. But there is also this direct doubt that it was this specific book, the 

commentary that led to his downfall from the Khalifa's protection. In what the review included 

to what appeared like direct criticism to the current State.   



Through a brief look into the Bidayat al-Mujtahid and his Commentary on 

Plato's Republic, we learn that he often seeks opportunities to reflect on 

matters such as household issues, economics, social relations, and 

governance. In the introduction to his Commentary, it seems as if Ibn 

Rushd found a way to express his political views, though he continued to 

stress his disinterest in politics and his greater interest in philosophy. In a 

sense, Plato's Republic was Ibn Rushd's way to agree or complain about 

issues that existed in the current Islamic state: if Plato expressed an idea 

he approved of, he would promote it, and he would denounce ideas he 

found less appealing. While in his previous writings, Ibn Rushd gave 

fatwas that concerned strict Islamic guidelines in accordance with the 

Qur’an and normal Ijtihad rules within the jumhur, in his Commentary on 

Plato's Republic he uses Plato as a cover to discuss non-Islamic views.  

This observation extends into women’s issues, and goes well with 

Catarina Belo’s remarks on the Commentary when she states: “Averroes’ 

(Ibn Rushd's) most comprehensive comments on women are to be found 

not in an exegetical work on Aristotle but his Commentary on Plato's 

Republic, and also in his Bidayat al-Mujtahid. The former is a 

philosophical commentary and the latter is a manual of Islamic law."115 

 
115 Belo, Catarina. Some Considerations on Averroes' Views Concerning Women and Their 

Role in Society, (2002), pg. 2. 



It might be noticed that the first time Ibn Rushd mentions women in the 

Commentary 116  Is on page 94 in the "First Treatise," when he has 

finished with all the descriptions and in-depth analyses of man's virtues in 

striving toward the perfect state of soul. The mention of women is 

decidedly negative:  

Plato said: It is inappropriate for virtuous men to assimilate 

the deeds of women who shriek while giving birth, and with 

those women who yearn to have sex with their husbands, 

or those who are in continuous disputes with their 

spouses, or those women who are regularly given to 

weeping and crying, because we want to have people 

(men) among them who become governors. Those should 

also not be allowed to converse with servants or slaves, or 

companion drunken men.117  

Rather than personally mentioning women or female behavior negatively, 

here Ibn Rushd is quoting Plato. In other words, his elaboration on this 

judgment stops with Plato. This might also be Ibn Rushd’s way of dealing with 

a discussion or an issue: he may have felt that he had to ease his reader into 

his more controversial arguments by sticking with the status quo method of 

negatively describing women. 

 
116 The Commentary refers to Ibn-Rushd’s Commentary on Plato’s Republic, in the Arabic 

translation for Thahabi.  

117 Thahabi, Hasan Majeed Obeidi and Kathem, Fatima. Ibn-Rushd Talkhees Assiyasa Li 

Aflaton (muhawaret al Jumhouriya ), p. 94. 



This is relevant because the next time he mentions women (section 14, page 

96), he connects them with music, and via his own observation, not Plato's: 

"Concerning ‘rhythm,' it is appropriate to choose that which is selected from 

women and other people, and use that rhythm to enhance the courage of the 

soul. And even if those rhythms are more defined in Plato's time, it is, 

however, important that we search for it in our time."118  

The above two paragraphs don't seem to allude to what Ibn Rushd would 

present about women in later chapters. It is significant to realize that his notes 

should not be considered active, and, if anything, they seem to be almost 

inadvertent. 

On page 123 (chapter 26) of the Commentary, however, Ibn Rushd finally 

makes a true intervention. Moving from the types of virtues in the city to the 

status of guardians, and questioning if guardians should have a community of 

women and get children from them, Ibn Rushd deliberately introduces his 

thoughts, saying: 

If we want to preserve the quality of those guardians through 

begetting children that resemble them, that cannot happen if 

they beget them with any woman. On the contrary, they 

should only marry those women who are like them in quality 

and have been raised in the same surrounding. This does not 

 
118 Ibid. p. 96. 



just apply for guardians but to all people in the state.119  

Next, he efficiently makes a woman's quality equivalent with that of a man, 

albeit by asking, "Are women's qualities identical with men's in each category 

in the state, particularly as guardians . . . Or are they different?"120 To this, he 

offers two suggestions: “If women share the same quality/nature of men, it 

means that women from all classes are equal to men in every rule and 

command, which doesn’t exclude us from finding among women warriors, 

governors, and philosophers.”121 If, however, they don’t share quality/nature 

with men, Ibn Rushd suggests, “Then women's role in the state should be 

restricted to begetting and raising children because men are not qualified to 

do that."122  

In this chapter, he goes on to state his considerations, ones that stem from a 

comparison of the respective natures of men and women. As to equality, he 

states that 

They (women) are equal with men in quality and differ only 

in levels; if this means that man is more efficient than a 

woman in most of his actions, however, it is not impossible 

that women perform some activities with higher efficiency, 

such as practical music. This is why it is said that melodies 

are complete if men have composed them and women 

 
119 Ibid. p. 123. 

120 Ibid. 

121 Ibid. p. 124. 

122 Ibid. 



have performed them.123  

Repeating that qualities for both men and women are of the same nature 

and type, Ibn Rushd restates the capability of both in leading the state. It 

is clear that women in such a state can perform the same work that men 

can, with some exceptions. Ibn Rushd confirms that women and men can 

share the same occupation, though he does take into consideration that 

women are weaker in some, yet more capable in others, such as sewing 

and embroidery. For this reason, he adds, one should call such actions 

the best of actions. 

Also, Ibn Rushd poses the question whether women can perform all 

three major roles in the society like men, i.e., following Plato's tri-partition 

of society into artisans, warriors/guardians, and rulers. 124  Mohammad 

Abed al-Jabiri, in his introduction to the Arabic version of Ibn Rushd’s 

Commentary on Plato’s Republic, observed that when Ibn Rushd asked 

whether women should participate with men in securing the state—by 

being guardians and soldiers—or whether their mission should be 

restricted to raising children and keeping households, he was expressing 

his thoughts, and was interfering in the text he was summarizing, not just 

commenting on it. Al-Jabiri summarizes Ibn Rushd's position in four 

points. The first states the unity of nature between men and women. The 

second confirms that men and women are equal in practicing philosophy, 

leadership, and war, even though there are differences in the way some 

 
123 Ibid. p. 124. 

124 Jawin, p. 15. 



activities are performed. The third advocates the exclusion of women 

from certain leadership positions. And the fourth concerns the situation of 

women in Arab society and al-Andalus, in particular. Al-Jabiri concludes: 

"It is true that the position of Ibn Rushd revealed itself." In his opinion, Ibn 

Rushd independently decided to discuss and ignore some of Plato's 

views on women in his Republic, focusing instead on the poor situation of 

women in his time, a situation caused by poverty and the exclusion of 

women from the labor market.125 

In his book Intellectuals in Arab Civilization al-Jabiri also draws our attention 

to the particular position of Ibn Rushd regarding equality between the sexes, 

but with some reservations: 

One of the issues that drew the attention of contemporary 

researchers and thought to Ibn Rushd was his call for 

equality (fairness) to a woman, as well as his not excluding 

her from becoming a philosopher or a governor. It is 

adequate to say that Ibn Rushd was clarifying Plato’s 

thought on the subject. And although he accepted Plato’s 

thought willingly, it was with the cautionary position of 

Islamic law.126 

 
125 Al-Jabiri, M., Intellectuals in the Arab Civilization, Introduction, pp. 61-62. 

126 Al-Jabiri, M., Intellectuals in the Arab Civilization, Center for Arab Unity study, First Edition, 

Beirut, (1995), p. 141.  



In regards to women's participation in wars, however, Ibn Rushd speaks 

as if their involvement were a fact, assuring in his clarification of Plato 

that it was an accepted practice among other nations, anyway. 

In the contexts of wisdom and philosophy, Ibn Rushd similarly affirms 

that some women offer lots of wisdom and intellectual abilities, and for 

this reason, it is not impossible to find wise women. 

Therefore, Ibn Rushd explicitly objects to the prohibition of women from 

Imama, claiming that some women flourish with superior intelligence and 

brainpower, which makes it not unfeasible to find amongst them sensible and 

presidential women. On the other hand, Ibn Rushd does point out that some 

laws entitle women to such positions as long as they are deemed appropriate; 

they also consider that a woman can be a philosopher, as well as a ruler, and 

hence can be the Imam.127 He even goes so far as to utilize non-Islamic 

legislation to make comparisons, citing other legislations, such as 

Mousawi128, regarding Judaism. 

If one investigates why Ibn Rushd made a comparison between Judaism, as a 

religion that refuses Imama for women, and Plato, who allows it in his 

Republic, while not mentioning Islam’s position, it becomes obvious that the 

reason is because Muslim scholars would reject the possibility of a woman 

Imam, and that ḥadīth prohibits it. In his Commentary, he admits: 

 
127 Thahabi, Hasan Majeed Obeidi and Kathem, Fatima. Ibn-Rushd Talkhees Assiyasa Li 

Aflaton (muhawaret al Jumhouriya ), p. 125. 

128 The word is originating from Mousa. 



The scholars didn't agree on the Imamate of women, and 

mostly agree that it is not permitted for a woman to lead a 

man. However, regarding her leading women in prayer, 

some (the Maliki) prohibited it whereas others (the Shafi'i) 

allowed it, as did Tabari. Still, the consensus among the 

jumhur is that a woman is to be banned from leading men, 

claiming that if it were allowed, it would have been referred 

to previously.129  

Ibn Rushd’s statement is clear. While not referring to the religious ritual 

Imama, he admits that from a legal point of view a woman does not have a 

right to the Imamate, as do men. He wanted to say to his readers that, 

philosophically, women are fit to rule and to produce wisdom, even if religion 

doesn’t allow it in action. Ironically, while Ibn Rushd does not give a woman 

the right to be an imam at prayer in a mosque, he philosophically 

acknowledges her right to be a ruler in the state. 

It is significant to understand that, irrespective of his evading the deliberation 

on Qur’anic texts in respect to women, nonetheless Ibn Rushd critically views 

the perception of women as inferior. Thus, he does not retreat from admitting 

the unlikelihood of women taking on governance. Ibn Rushd usually used his 

interpretations and insights in regards to the laws, yet here he justifies the 

position of philosophy on this subject rather than make his analysis.  

 
129 Ibn-Rushd. Bidayat al-Mujtahid wa Nihayat al-Muqtased, Part 1, Dar al Kalam, First 

Edition, Beirut, (1988), pp. 148-149.  



Genuinely concerned about women's misery, Ibn Rushd wrote that women's 

capacity for higher pursuits was lesser not because of innate inability, but 

because women were so reduced by servitude. He was distressed by their 

fate, stating that they only live like vegetables, looking after their men. This 

obligated him to write the following: 

Our society allows no scope for the development of 

women's talents. They seem to be destined exclusively to 

childbirth and the care of children, and this state of servility 

has destroyed their capacity for larger matters. It is thus that 

we see no women endowed with moral virtues; they live 

their lives like vegetables, devoting themselves to their 

husbands. From this stems the misery that pervades our 

cities, for women outnumber men by more than double and 

cannot procure the necessities of life by their labors.130  

In what seems to be an audacious account, Ibn Rushd proclaims:  

Women in this state are twice in numbers as men, and 

they are kept from working except, rarely, in an appropriate 

labor, and this restricted “rarity,” such as sewing or 

embroidery, is barely sufficient to help them survive.131 

Ibn Rushd believed that a prosperous society includes both men and women 

 
130 Thahabi, Hasan Majeed Obeidi and Kathem, Fatima. Ibn-Rushd Talkhees Assiyasa Li 

Aflaton (muhawaret al Jumhouriya), p.126. 

131 Ibid. 



in the workforce, whereas a miserable society excludes women. He makes it 

a natural conclusion that the exclusion of more than half of the nation from 

actively participating in the workforce affects the economic situation of that 

community negatively. 

Afterward, he confirms: 

Females must join males in wars and combat. And it is apt 

that as we select, to choose women with qualities that are 

comparable with males. And this can merely be attained if 

females learn, concurrently with men, music, and sports. 

Likewise, Plato has revealed that consequently there is 

nothing to dread from them (females) even if they practice 

sports naked (uncovered) with men, as long as they are 

endowed with virtue.132 

He then reasserts that women should take their proper status in the state 

like men, and should strive for equivalent positions. 

Even though Ibn Rushd's views on women wouldn't have been the catalyst for 

his political thinking, it is important to note that it takes courage and 

persistence to fight for increased fairness between sexes. He even went so 

far as to criticize his generation's view about women as being oppressive and 

unjust. His progressive approach could be the mere result of a moral attitude, 

as a free thinker cannot be trapped inside ideas that help deteriorate the 

 
132 Thahabi, Hasan Majeed Obeidi and Kathem, Fatima. Ibn-Rushd Talkhees Assiyasa Li 

Aflaton (muhawaret al Jumhouriya), p. 126. 



status of those who form half the making of society. Either way, Ibn Rushd's 

liberal ideas about the state led to his progressive thoughts toward women, 

and these together made him revolutionary. 

What makes Ibn Rushd considered progressive in his ideas when it comes to 

women is the fact that he insisted on demanding and stressing equity for 

women in the society and stressed that the well-being of a community cannot 

be with marginalized women. The Imama issue in itself is, until this day, one 

of the most controversial and untouched issues among Islamic scholarly 

debates. In times when views like al Ghazali's on women were dominating the 

Islamic societies, where women were in their best subordinates in the 

household.  

 

Ibn Rushd felt that his society has fallen short of the real political ideal of 

Islam, which he believed was embodied more adequately in the earlier days 

of Mohammad (PBUH), and so were women. However, while he tried to apply 

a model in his Plato's introduction, he implied that Islam could be a good 

example for such a republic. The shortcomings were a result of the failure of 

the social structure in the society, not Islam. 

 

 



7)  Ibn Taymiyya  

7.1 Ibn Taymiayya’s life and work 

 

Taqi al-Din Ibn Taymiyyah was born in Harran, Syria, in 1263 (d. 1328) to a 

well-known scholarly Hanbali family, where his father was a prominent jurist. 

He lived amid the Mongol incursions and aggressions, and he participated in 

wars against the Mongols. Ibn Taymiyya (also known as Sheikh al-Islam) is 

favored by modern Islamic fundamentalists promoted widely in Saudi Arabia 

under the Salafi school, and out of which al-Qaida and Da’esh have emerged.  

"Ibn Taymiyya was a staunch defender of Sunni Islam based on strict 

adherence to the Qur’an and authentic Sunna (practices) of the Prophet 

Muhammad. He believed that these two sources contain all the religious and 

spiritual guidance necessary for our salvation in the hereafter. Thus he 

rejected the arguments and ideas of both philosophers and Sufis regarding 

religious knowledge, spiritual experiences, and ritual practices. He believed 

that logic is not a reliable means of attaining religious truth and that the 

intellect must be subservient to revealed truth. He also came into conflict with 

many of his fellow Sunni scholars because of his rejection of the rigidity of the 

schools of jurisprudence in Islam. He believed that the four accepted schools 

of jurisprudence had become stagnant and sectarian, and also those they 

were being improperly influenced by aspects of Greek logic and thought as 

well as Sufi mysticism. His challenge to the leading scholars of the day was to 

return to an understanding of Islam in practice and faith, based solely on the 

Qur’an and Sunna.” Today, Ibn Taymiyya is adopted by Salafi traditions that 



are considered mostly fundamentalist and orthodox in their views in general 

and on women in particular. 133  

Ibn Taymiyyah left behind more than three hundred works, and his collected 

Majmou’a al Fatawa comprises 37 volumes.  

He is renowned for his high anti-non-Muslim position, and is a hardliner 

against Muslims not within his sect134. For him, society is divided between 

kafir and non-kafir, with the kafir as the lowest level of the community. 

According to his judgment, Muslims who are not kafir have been misled, and 

are of lesser class and position in his societal structure135.  Ibn Taymiyya’s 

position softened toward his last years in life, maybe as a result of pressure, 

and he is quoted by one of his students136 In Siyar A’lam al-Nubalaa’: " I do 

not deem anyone from among the Muslims to be an unbeliever.137 In Majmu’a 

al-Fatawa  (3:282-288), Ibn Taymiyya writes a chapter under the subtitle of 

"Non-permission to excommunicate another Muslim": "It is not permitted to 

expel another Muslim as a result of a sin or sins they may have committed, or 

for legitimate differences of opinion on issues of which Muslims disagree ( He 

uses a verse from the Qur’an to emphasize on this138).”139  He continues to 

 
133 http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ip/rep/H039.htm. (Retrieved Oct.21.2014). 

134 Toward the invasion of Baghdad, and the conversion of the Moghuls to Islam, a Shiite was 

assigned as a governor to Baghdad. This explains his anti-Shiite sentiments in that period. 

135 Takfir (excommunication) is the declaration by the Mufti or the consensus of Muslims that 

someone is an apostate from faith and hence is a nonbeliever.  

136 Shams Al-Din Al-Dhahabi (d. 1348).  

137" Shams al-Din al Dhahabi. Siyar A’lam al Nubalaa’. (Vol. 15). Al Risala Publishing House. 

2001. pg. 88. 

138 “The Messenger has believed in what has been sent down to him from his Lord, as did the 

Believers. They believe in God, His angels, His scripture, and His messengers: We make no 
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emphasize the fact that "It is a supreme principle that the lives of the Muslims 

and their wealth and their honor are prohibited from being transgressed upon 

by other Muslims." (He quotes here from the Prophet’s Hujjet al wada’ and 

from Sahih al-Bukhari as an emphasis to his statement)140.  

 

 

7.2 Women in Ibn Taymiyya’s Thought and Teaching  

 

 

Examining Ibn Taymiyya's work requires at all times an awareness of his 

prejudice toward Arab superiority over non-Arabs and non-Muslims. He is 

famous for his strict fatwas against non-Muslims and is lauded in new Salafist 

 

distinction among any of His messengers. They [the believers] say, “We hear, and we obey. 

Forgive us, our Lord. To You is the ultimate destiny” [Q. 2:285]. 

139 Ibn Taymiyya, Majmu’ Al-Fatawa, (vol 3) pg: 282-290. 

140 Farewell Pilgrimage: “Verily your lives, your wealth, and your honor are sacred and 

prohibited to be transgressed upon (by each other), in the same manner as this day, this city, 

and this month is sacred to you” (Sahih Bukhari). The Prophet also said: “Every Muslim is 

forbidden to any other Muslim [from being harmed or attacked], about his life, his wealth, and 

his honor.” (Sahih Muslim). Moreover, the Prophet (peace be upon him) asserted that 

“whosoever prays our prayer, accepts our direction of prayer, and eats from our permissible 

food, is indeed a Muslim and has the protection of God and His Prophet.” (Sahih Bukhari). In 

another hadith, the Prophet said: “If the Muslims engage each other with their swords in 

battle, then both the killer and the killed shall be in Hellfire,” at which point he was asked “O 

Prophet of God, this makes sense with regard to the murderer, but what was the fault of the 

killed?” To which the Prophet responded: “His intention was to kill his companion [i.e., fellow 

Muslim].” (Sahih Bukhari). He added: “Do not regress after I am gone to a state of disbelief 

where each of you strikes the neck of the other with your swords!” (Sahih Bukhari). ibid 



and fundamentalist schools for his severe anti-non-Muslim and non-Arab 

views. 

For example, he has a point of view that he confirms in many locations: 

"There is no doubt that Mohammad's (PBUH) family has a privilege of the 

nation, no one joins them with, and they deserve extra love and follow-ship 

that no other individual in Quraish and its tribes deserve, and this is what the 

Jumhur agree upon, who see the virtue of Arabs, and the virtue of Bani 

Hashem over the rest of Quraish, and this is what is mentioned in accordance 

with the Highest Imams such as Ahmad and others."141  

Even though his views regularly prefer Arabs, the exceptional exclusivity of 

the Prophet’s family contradicts Qur’anic verses and ḥadīth, since the Qur’an 

says: “O people, we created you from male and females, and we made you 

nations and tribes.” Should mention verse here   

Ibn Taymiyya lived in the thirteenth century during the Mamluk's times, and 

his supporters take the instability of the period as a reason for his 

fundamentalist views. At the same time, Ibn Taymiyya is held responsible for 

the violence and terror of today’s actions by Salafist and jihadist militant 

groups who legitimize their actions by referring to certain fatwas written by 

him. It is true that there is a lot of inspiration that may be perpetrated by 

fundamentalist groups from his writings, but one must always be conscious of 

the fact that his views should be placed within the context of his time and the 

enormous dynamic and critical work he provided.   

 
141 Minhaj al-Sunna a Nabawiyyah 276:4.  



Concerning women, they attribute his views to the chaotic situation and 

general status of women in that period. Perhaps also contributing to his views 

on women was the fact that he lived single and never married.  

Ibn Taymiyya considers the woman a weaker creature that needs to be under 

the guardianship of the male. His starting point is based on the perfect 

creation of the man and the imperfection of the woman. For example, 

whereas a woman needs to work a lot on herself to look beautiful, a man 

doesn't need any decoration as the consequence of his natural perfected 

creation. 

As such, he states that: 

It is known through experiment that a woman needs to be 

safeguarded and protected in a way a boy doesn’t need" in 

accordance, she needs guardianship as in males, not only that, she 

is in need of more care and attentions and protection.142  

In marriage, he follows the general rule of requiring the permission of a 

woman's guardian for her to marry, though he does differentiate between the 

wedding of a "child” versus the marriage of an adult, giving adult females 

some rights of choice that other schools do not give.  

In education, he doesn't denounce a girl's right to it, but he does insist that her 

inherent weakness will hinder her ability to learn. He believes that her limited 

mind and delicate nature will never enable her to pursue education indeed, 

 
142 Majmou’ al-fatawa 82:83, Kitâb Naqd al Khitab al Salafi, pg. 96. 



and this is why he advises that females who seek education should only do so 

to a certain, lesser level. 

Referring to the teaching of al Mutakallimun, he says: “They formalized search 

and observation on everyone, even to the masses and women, even though 

the jumhur is in dispute on that.”143 The word “even woman” gives the 

impression that the rule is that women are not fit for observation and 

education, and according to him that the Mutakallimun only burden, in this 

case, women with what they cannot do and are incapable. 

In general, Ibn Taymiyyah believes that one can use other ways in gaining 

knowledge on the Kitâb and Sunna than by reading and writing.144 This is 

relevant because Ibn Taymiyya himself was not just a scholar in religious 

studies, but a scientist and mathematician who worked with algebra. His wit 

was considered remarkable, and he was able to memorize and write 

exceptionally quickly. 

Another intriguing contradiction regarding his view on women is that he cited 

and made reference to women scholars on many occasions in his Majmou’a 

al Fatawa. It could be notable that the cited women were always elderly, and 

not young, a fact that he mentioned.145 

Certain views of his on Imama may appear as a surprise, such as when he 

acknowledges a woman's ability to be an imam, but to a woman's group only. 

 
143 Majmou’ al-Fatawa, 112:20, Kitâb al Naqd al Salafi, p. 103. 

144 Majmou’ al Fatawi, 25:92. Naqd al Khitab al Salafi, p. 104 

145 Naqd al Kitâb al-Salafi. Pg. 104-105. 



He contradicts a clear ḥadīth on the matter, so he turns it around to create 

some restrictions: 

“If she prayed with the ladies, she can pray for them, because it is 

more of discrete to her, as in the case of Imama in front of naked 

men, even though a dressed man should be on the front lines if he 

leads the prayers.” 146However, for women according to him, she has 

to stay inside the group of women and not standing in the lead. He 

then says: “Ahmad authorized that a woman can lead men to a 

"need," such as if she was a Reader, and they were not, so she can 

pray the Taraweeh, as the prophet has authorized to Um Waraqa to 

lead prayer in her household. And he allowed a caller for them, so if 

they were to follow her lead for necessity, allows her to stand in 

front.”147  

This creates problems, since the word “necessity” here means the fard of 

prayer, whereas the related saying of the Prophet says that she led them in 

Taraweeh, which is not a fard. It's notable that in this case, a woman can be a 

reader, which means she was a higher education than many men, thus 

contradicting his ideas above about a woman's limited capability to learn. 

Another contradiction in his views regarding women comes when he 

authorizes the singing of a female in ceremonies and weddings, even though 

he considers the voice of a woman to be an overly intimate ‘Awra, just like the 

rest of her whole being. It’s interesting that the suggestive ‘Awra was never 

 
146 Majmou’ al-fatawa 143:23. 
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used in the Qurʾān or Sunna, but it later became an expression used among 

scholars.148 

In marriage his views are straightforward: marriage is a state of slavery where 

the man is the master, and the woman is the slave. He also considers the 

woman as a prisoner to the man in marriage. In his Majmou al fatwa, he 

creates a set of resemblances between a woman and the slave, and when he 

discusses “nafaqa,” or spending money on her, he says 

There is a dispute among scholars: should the nafaqa be 

propertied? They have two sayings. And it is more likely 

they should know, and she should not be deserving of 

anything but her food and cloths, as with slaves…” He 

then concludes: “And if it was the case, he (the husband) 

has the responsibility of spending on her, as much as he 

has the responsibility of spending on his slaves and 

animals (stock).149  

Therefore, the woman has to serve in the house of her husband, as with the 

case of the owned slave. He adds:  

The scholars disputed: should she serve him as in the 

household, and serve him food and drink and bread and 

grinding and serve food to his slaves and stock, such as the 

grains of his stock? Some said: she shouldn’t serve, and 

 
148 Kitâb Naqd il Khitab al Salafi, p. 110.  Majmou’ al fatawa 274:6. 
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this is a weak saying, as when one says that the master 

shouldn’t "sleep with" and live with … and it was also said, 

and it is the righteous opinion: service is a must, since the 

husband is her master in God’s book and she is his prisoner 

according to the Sunna, and in accordance, the prisoner 

and the slave have to serve.150 

On another occasion, he points out the mistake of calling women sayyidat, 

which means “ladies”. He declares that this is switching of realities. And he 

clarifies this with the verse that says “w alfaya sayyidaha lada al Bab,” in 

reference to the situation that took place with Youssef and the wife of al-Aziz. 

He continues to emphasize that “al rijal kawwamun ala innisa’” and the 

Prophet’s saying, “annisa; awan indakom,” which means “prisoners.”  

It is interesting to realize that Ibn Taymiyya carries the name of his 

grandmother, who is said to have been a “waetha” herself. 

As Ibn Taymiyya's views on women remain in a deteriorating position, and the 

woman for him was at her best a creature with lesser abilities than a man. 

Marriage for him was in its best definition a state of prison, where the woman 

is the prisoner. This can still be related to his upbringing within a strict Hanbali 

school.  

But his gained reputation, in what the Salafists and Wahhabis have adopted 

and applied today, may have been a cause of injustice to the man. 

 
150 Ibid, 58:34 150(pg. 124). 



Ibn Taymiyya lived his life as a rebel. His intense craving to the Umayyad, 

being from Syria himself, is not strange since Damascus has been the capital 

of the Umayyad Caliphate. But he came from a generation where the Moguls 

expropriated his country in what Islamic historians call the worse in 

civilization. The Arab Muslim mind is filled with memories told about the 

burning of Baghdad’s infamous library, the drowning of the books, the river 

that changed its color to black and red from blood and ink. When this took 

place, Ibn Taymiyya was nine years old, and upon invading Baghdad, the 

Moguls were moving toward, his hometown, and his family fled.  

Years later, the moguls converted to Islam and ruled the area, the fact that Ibn 

Taymiyya couldn't accept. He didn't believe that their conversions were a 

result of faith. He couldn't forgive the miseries of the earlier years. The moguls 

assigned a Shiite as a governor to Baghdad, which also ignited his extreme 

ideas against non-Arabs and non-Sunnis. 

Mohammad ibn Abdel al-Wahab adopted his ideas in the eighteenth century, 

in Hejaz. The British government that wanted to assist him in his coup against 

the Ottoman Empire supported Abdel Wahab. The notion of non-Arab and 

vigorous non-Arab sentiments against Muslims was fostered within those 

norms. The difference between Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Abdel al-Wahab was 

significant at its core. Ibn Taymiyya was a true nationalist regarding today. He 

was living in the agony of the loss of Islam has he grew up believing in. He 

couldn't accept the moguls as rulers after the destruction they caused, and he 

tried to revolt. 



Abdel al-Wahab was a collaborator in today’s concepts, and his coup 

encouraged the upcoming influence of the Western colonizing powers that 

brought the Ottoman Empire to an end.  

While Ibn Taymiyya views were affiliated with his personal beliefs in the 

welfare of Islam as a faith. Ibn Abd al Wahab used Ibn Taymiyya's views for 

his political intentions. 

Al-Ghazali, Ibn Rushd, and Ibn Taymiyya contributed to the Islamic world in 

written works that have been adopted in the modern day widely. They served 

as a channel between the early Islamic teaching that resided in the times of 

Mohammad (PBUH) and the interpretations that were put together in the 

different scholarly debates in the future three centuries. What distinguishes 

their time particularly, and each of them specifically, was the openness of the 

Islamic world to philosophy. The original translations of Greek philosophers, 

and the works of their successors such as Ibn Sina, al-Kindi, al-Farabi and 

others, emphasized the importance of philosophy in the application of life. 

The political involvement and the role each took within and around the court of 

the caliph gave power to their words and challenge. Their scholarly capacity 

was unchallengeable, and their intelligence was remarkable. Their period was 

during the Abbasid period or after the fall of the Umayyad Caliphate. 

The political tension that accompanied the Abbasid time was healthy, and the 

conspiracies were many. For the caliph to gain the total power, he needed the 

full support of the religion. The example that was given through the three 



scholars explains as well the times they lived in and the place they came 

from. 

Their views remain useful and relevant to their time. Their effectiveness in 

today's political Islamic platform, as well as social, is the problem of 

egalitarian patriarchal structures that want to maintain power in controlling the 

minds of the population. And religion remains an important main key. 

  



 

8) Debating Gender in Contemporary Feminist Discussions 

 

Some Muslim women refer to their form of feminism, namely their project of 

articulating and advocating the practice of Qur’anic-mandated equality 

between the sexes and social justice, merely as a "women's movement," 

"Middle Eastern feminism," or "Islamic feminism," to distinguish themselves 

definitively from Western feminism. Although rooted in Islam, many Islamic 

feminists have also used secular and Western feminist discourses and have 

sought to include Islamic feminism in the larger global women's movement. 

Some feminists such as Fatima Mernissi have situated themselves as Islamic 

feminists, whereas others like Nawal Sa’dawi positioned themselves as Arab, 

but not necessarily Islamic, feminists.151 However, it is important to realize 

that Islamic feminists share a common faith, which serves as the platform for 

most of their feminist thinking, regardless of the political and social elements 

that connect them and their cause. 

 

8.1Beginnings of Muslim-Arab Feminism  

The women's movement began to pursue its path of progress at the turn of 

the twentieth century, when, according to Anbara Khalidi, "We began to 

eagerly follow the writings of Malak Hifni Nasif (1886–1918), who wrote under 

the pseudonym of bahithat al badiya, May Ziyadeh (1886–1941) who was 

 
151 Giele, J. Z., and  Smock, A. C. Women: Roles and Status in Eight Countries. John Wiley 

and Sons. London 1977.  



Lebanese Palestinian by origin, and Zaynab Fawwaz (1850–1914), another 

Lebanese by origin and author of biographical dictionary of famous women of 

the world, in addition to other writers and orators who spanned all the fields of 

reform and of literature, and actively sought to advance the nation.”152 The 

years between 1912 and 1914, in particular, marked a process of social and 

political awakening that spread throughout the Arab World, with Egypt leading 

the way, followed by Lebanon as an important center for the progressive 

movement in Arab countries.  

Qasim Amin (1863–1908) is considered a pioneer for women's rights, 

standing against the veil, which he described as "covering the women with 

darkness and shutting them out from the light of knowledge and a free and 

untrammeled life." He staunchly advocated the removal of the veil and the 

participation by women in all aspects of public life in his two books, The 

Liberation of Women and The New Woman. He ascribed the decline of 

Muslim nations to the veil, which constructed a women's life, thus constricting 

her thoughts. He argued that the region, therefore, suffered from paralysis in 

thought and sank into lethargy and fanaticism, which in turn impeded progress 

in the struggle to keep up with modern civilization. Fearing his effect on both 

young men and young women, Ottoman officials accused Amin of heresy and 

unbelief and quickly banned his books.153  

In 1928, Nazirah Zein Ed-Din, born in Lebanon in 1905, established herself as 

 

153 Khalidi Salam, Anbara. Memoirs of an Early Arab Feminist. The Life and Activism of 
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a “mother” of Muslim feminism with her book Veiling the Unveiling, which 

argued that the Qur’an glorified women and that a women's mind is better 

than a man's. While God gave man strength, he gave women noble character 

and reasonableness. According to Zein Ed-Din, this could serve as a basis for 

social reform for females. Ed-Din indicted patriarchal oppression, which she 

declared to be against the principles of Islam, and said, "The veil is an insult 

to men and women." 

Her work was an impressive research into and reinterpretation of religious 

texts, and it created a storm for conservatives, who demanded a return to the 

heaviest kind of veil. These "men of religion" incited demonstrations against 

the book and threatened the owners of bookshops who carried it. In the 

biography of Anbara Salam Khalidi, a pioneer feminist in the early twentieth 

century, she recalls the outburst against the book and her first experience in 

unveiling her face while making a public speech in Beirut. This type of act 

opened a new discourse that people—both men and women—had previously 

been able to discuss only behind closed doors. In her words, Khalidi says: 

These debates spread throughout the Arab world and became 

like arrows aimed at writers in all direction. While some women 

in the world had been battling for their political rights ever since 

the beginning of the twentieth century, some leaders of opinion 

among us were still, right into the 1920s, in the thick of a 

barren debate regarding veiling and unveiling. Time was 

slipping by both warring camps, but women marched on and 

did not look back. It was as if these opposing voices made 



women more cautious and more fearful that their distinct 

personality might be lost, so they forged their path forward, 

and with courage and determination began to enter higher 

education in ever increasing numbers, studying whatever 

subjects they wished and becoming fully prepared for the 

challenges of life. This then broke into the economic, legal, 

reformist, academic and other fields and thence into public 

service.154 

The conflict over women's rights involved, however, more than discursive 

engagements among contending interpreters of the scriptures. During the first 

half of the twentieth century, Islamic societies were changing both internally 

and externally through the impact of colonialism, modernism, nationalism, and 

socialism. 155 

Another notable figure in early feminist action was Fatima al-Yashruti (1891–

1978), who was the head of the Sufi order of the Shaghili-yashruti, with her 

ideas being expressed in her significant contribution to Sufi literature, The 

Journey to Truth.156 

From the other side of the Arab awakening of that century was Huda 

Sha'rawi, about whom A. Khalidi says, "The Arab feminist renaissance owes 
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her and her achievements an enormous debt of gratitude."157 Sha'rawi led the 

Woman's Union, and later what became known as the Women's Council, a 

forum that resulted in a widespread institutional awareness of feminist 

activities. By the 1920s, women's societies had spread to all the great cities 

and many villages in Lebanon, eventually leading to the formation of the Arab 

Union of Women, with which all Arab Women's Federations throughout the 

Arab region were affiliated. Interestingly, the Arab Union of Women preceded 

the formation of the Arab League in 1945.158 

The Arab Union adopted resolutions to prevent the marriage of girls under 

sixteen, and to encourage a compulsory medical examination for those about 

to get married. They also sought to guarantee the rights of divorced women, 

as well as the entry of women into elections and their right to vote. This meant 

that in countries like Syria and Egypt, women were allowed to stand for 

elections in parliament, with some becoming cabinet members.159 

 

9) Nawal Sa’dawi’s Response to Medieval Teachings  

 

Nawal Sa’dawi, an Arab and Muslim born in 1931 in Egypt, was raised in a 

strict Islamic tradition, with the Qur’an among the basics of her education. She 

studied medicine and decided to work in villages back in her birthplace, all the 
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while enduring a struggle both inside and outside of society. From the inside, 

she fought ignorance and oppression against women, and from the outside, 

she fought a patriarchal structure that considered her an unacceptable figure 

in the endurance of the society. She was accused of blasphemy, riddah, and 

kufr, and of being a traitor.  

Her approach is focused on modern Islamic schools, mainly and principally 

that of al-Azhar. While not explicitly interested in the medieval Islamic period, 

she sees her desired questions and guidelines through the first period of 

Islam and within the Qur’an itself.  

Sa'dawi addresses the mindset of an average Muslim man and woman and 

doesn't bother much with the details of jurists. Coming from a typical Islamic 

teaching, it is the Qur’an and Mohammad that every single Muslim is raised 

on, being taught to repeat his sayings and teachings. Its message could have 

been correct in addressing mostly illiterate people about it, but it remains not 

necessarily true to those who are educated. There is a trend of leaving 

discussions on fiqh to those who studied it, but Sa’dawi knows the Qur’an by 

heart, a fact that makes her understanding seem unbeatable, as when 

someone says, “It is in the Qur’an,” people tend to take it for granted. 

She doesn’t see Islam during the Prophet’s time as unjust or promoting 

inequality. On the contrary, she argues within the Qur’an and the Sira for 

women's rights. To make her debate more reachable, and yet of course more 

confronting, Sa'dawi made her confrontations with al-Azhar, not with Ibn 



Taymiyya or al-Ghazālī'. She ignored them and made what seemed like a 

tete-a-tete from the text to the current school.   

When asked by the Guardian about the underlying tone in her work, she says, 

"I am very critical of all religions. We, as women, are oppressed by all these 

religions." It is religious extremism, she believes, that is the biggest threat to 

women's liberation today. "There is a backlash against feminism all over the 

world today because of the revival of religions," she says. "We have had a 

global and religious fundamentalist movement." She fears that the rise of 

worship is holding back progress regarding issues such as female 

circumcision, especially in Egypt.160 

 

10) Mernissi’s Response to Islamic Medieval Teachings  

Fatima Mernissi was born in Fes, Morocco, in 1940 (d. November 30, 2015). 

The Muslim Arab world according to Mernissi follows the distribution of a 

society that Murdock161 categories into that which resorts to incentives of 

outside reserves as bases for behavior that is based on gender discrimination 

as a result of its inability to deepen the sexual inhibitions among its members.  

Islam perceives instincts as an important part of social structure. It is the way 

human beings use that ability and construct them that count. Hence, a Muslim 
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needs to use his ability constructively to better build the social structure. For 

this reason "sexual desire" shouldn't be restrained but directed. 

In the Islamic mindset, this resulted in putting restrictions and prohibitions on 

women to defy their "active" role in sexual desire. Qasim Amin162, the 

Egyptian feminist of the late nineteenth century, defended woman's role in this 

setup, saying that the woman is stronger than man in controlling her desire 

and that the separation of the two sexes is a way to protect men, not women. 

Amin questions the source of fear in such societies, and he bases this on the 

fact that women wear veils forcedly and not willingly. He concludes that the 

source of concern is a temptation (fitna), which means losing control and 

chaos. (Fitna also means "a beautiful woman" that makes men lose control in 

front of her beauty and seduction). In this sense, Amin uses the word "Fitna" 

to express different meanings, among them the sexual chaos of one side, and 

the sexual disorder of the other, which the forced veil on women protects. 

Amin concludes, with irony, that if men succumb quickly to the weaker sex, it 

is they who need to be protected, and hence, should wear the veil hijab. 

Mernissi questions why Islam fears temptation, asking why men fear the 

power of women's sexual attraction. She also wonders if there is an 

assumption that if a person fails to satisfy a woman sexually, she will look for 

other men to meet her, and hence, this will result in chaos. Additionally, she 
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ponders the assumption that women's sexual energy is more than that of the 

man.163 

This is where Mernissi challenges al-Ghazālī'. As discussed earlier, al-

Ghazālī' gives in-depth descriptions of sexual desires and sexual acts, 

differing from the general Islamic view with ideas that seem progressive 

compared to medieval Christian thinking, in that the reproductive process is 

about the fulfillment of the two partners. He stresses women's needs in sexual 

satisfaction, recommending intermediary tools of sexual pleasure, such as 

kisses. He also considers a sexual relation between a man and a woman as 

an important means to ease poor behavior and create a positive atmosphere 

between people. 

In this way, al-Ghazālī' provides the general contradiction regarding Islamic 

societal assumptions on women. From one side, the woman is considered 

passive, cold, and just a recipient in the sexual operation. And from a different 

angle, she is deemed to have a tremendous destructive power that damages 

man's role in social and religious duties, which is why society must create 

social institutions that impose and deepen patriarchal power, including gender 

separation and polygamy. 

In this sense, Arab scholars, represented by the renowned Mustafa Al-Aqqad, 

promoted both al-Ghazālī''s propaganda on women's devilish side and the 

Qur’an’s passages on men’s power over women. Al-Aqqad’s book Woman in 

the Qur’an starts it with the verse wa li rrijali alayhunna daraja, which means 
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that men have a higher rank. Later he describes the nature of creation 

outlined in the Qur’an.  

Mernissi decides not to discuss al-Aqad's theory much, excluding it from the 

scholarly discussion for the ideas of al-Ghazālī'. According to Mernissi, Al-

Aqqad's plans lacked maturity and are a floating combination of historical and 

religious excerpts, including personal opinions on biology and anthropology, 

whereas al-Ghazālī' succeeded in proposing his theory on the marriage 

institution in Islam through his systematically organized "Ihya."164 

Mernissi intended to discuss in Beyond the Veil the difference between 

Islamic and Western theories in regards to sexual life. Her highlighting 

surprisingly included the notion that while the West perceived women as 

"passive" or "negative," the Islamic school saw women as "active." For 

example, al-Ghazālī' seemed progressive compared to Freud, since al-

Ghazālī' acknowledged woman's role in the production as essential, while 

Freud considered the woman’s ovary as secondary in the process of 

reproduction. Freud’s ideas were held in high esteem in the West for a 

century, despite technological progress.165  

In this sense, al-Ghazālī' described the sexual act as mutual, needing both 

man and woman, and he doesn't hesitate in describing in detail what is 
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required to get the best fulfillment for both. Contrarily, Al-Aqqad and Freud 

describe the act as that of a battle where the man is the conqueror.166 

Al-Ghazālī' builds his social structure on women's immunization, which 

includes satisfying her desires, and he considers this the duty of the man. In 

this sense, according to al-Ghazālī', the societal structure will be protected if 

the woman's sexual fulfillment is restricted to her husband, and she wouldn't 

seduce other men if her husband fulfills her desires, especially when a 

woman's desires are active. Al-Ghazālī' even confesses that it is a difficult 

mission for a man to fulfill a woman's desires, and he offers suggestions and 

answers as to how a person should distribute time among his wives. 

What is cynical to Mernissi is the convergence between Islamic and Western 

theories for what they see as woman's destructive power to the social 

structure. This is where Islam, through al-Ghazālī', and unlike Christianity in 

that period, didn't attack sex as an act, but promoted it and gave it a religious 

aspect, while still using a woman as the reason for temptation and something 

that should be restricted. 

Mernissi in Beyond the Veil sheds light on theories that demonized women by 

proving that such theories didn't base themselves in Islamic teaching, but 

instead were based in the West. In her comparison between Freud and al-

Ghazālī', she succeeds in promoting al-Ghazālī''s theories as progressive, 

despite the fact that Freud succeeded him by nine centuries. This freed 

Islamic feminists to argue that it wasn't Islam that degraded and demonized 
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women but was instead patriarchal structures both Western and Eastern in 

origin. 

Mernissi concludes that al-Ghazālī’ distributes society into two groups, one 

that produces knowledge, and another that is consumed by the productive 

group, with this latter group including women. In other words, men are the 

intellectual producers of the society while women are there to serve their 

sexual needs. This is where al-Ghazālī’ fails Mernissi, since what he promotes 

contradicts “the spirit of the Islamic message that encourages equality 

between all believers, except for the level of their piety (taqwa).”167 In this 

way, Mernissi builds her feminist approach to defending Islamic Qur’anic 

teaching against that of thinkers such as al-Ghazālī', whom she 

acknowledges for his important role in Islamic thought.   

Additionally, Mernissi offered an excellent portrayal and analysis of her The 

Forgotten Queens of Islam, where she skillfully traced women queens along 

history in general and Islamic history in particular and dedicated major 

criticism and analysis to what is defined today as "political Islam." Mernissi 

believes that Muslims, both Shiites, and Sunnis, unify in their perception of 

women regardless of their the other main conceptual contradictions. 

Among the interesting debates on women's political participation is her 

Imama. As we learned earlier when comparing Ibn Rushd's and Ibn 

Taymiyya's points of view on the issue, it is important to recall that al-Ghazālī' 

didn't emphasize this point because he simply limited woman's role to the 
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household and male servitude. In this matter, Mernissi underlines that 

governance in Islam is originally based on Imama as one of two bases (the 

other is currency). She describes the process that changed the role of Imama 

from major political governance to that of religious purposes only. The Friday 

prayer historically was a tradition of consultation on Muslim statuses and 

affairs, an occasion where all Muslims would gather and listen to the khutba of 

the Prophet, as well as the concerns and affairs of the nation. This tradition 

took an oppressive dramatic turn during the Umayyad, when Mu'awiyah 

ordered guards around him, and later on when Harun al-Rashid gave the 

khutba mission to the sheik. Amid all this, restrictions on women's 

participation occurred. Whereas Mernissi uses al-imam A Nisai‘ as her 

reference to women's status and involvement during the period of the 

Prophet, preachers and thinkers such as al-Jawzi and Ibn Taymiyya used 

parts of al-Bukhari and ignored An Nisai''. 

Women's participation in Friday prayers and prayers in mosques took a 

dramatic turn during the formative centuries, ending in the affirmation that 

women are the source of fitna and distraction, thus ignoring the tradition that 

the Prophet utilized during his time. Mernissi proves this by examining the 

discourses of contemporary Muslim teaching by Ibn Taymiyya’s school and 

that of al-Ghazālī’.  

Mernissi believes that regardless of any given situation, "Woman does not 

need, neither today or in the past, to be perfect, marvelous or wonderful, in 

order to enjoy all her rights, and this idea or concept is what made women 



believe that they have to be unique in a view to be equal with men, and thus 

they would be entitled to his rights." 

Both Mernissi and Sa'dawi stressed on their feminist approach based on 

equality between genders in their discourse. Each is coming from a strong 

background of restrictions that are dominated by patriarchal seized structures. 

Mernissi herself was a product of the harem, where she was raised among 

wives of her father whom she called mother. Sa’dawi, who was circumcised 

as a child, was a victim of the hardship of females in Africa in general.  

 

Whereas, Ibn Rushd remains more prominent and present in the western 

Islamic countries, mainly Morocco whereas, his works have been dignified 

and renowned through many critical scholars such as Mohammad Abed al-

Jabiri and Mohammad Arkoun. This somehow may put forward the question 

of the different influences of Islam among its scholars in the various regions. 

Why we hardly hear about Ibn Rushd in the eastern part of the Arab world, 

while he is major in the western Arab countries. This applies to the general 

attitude we experience as Arabs in the different laws and social structures. 

The western Arab countries, such as Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria are 

considered more balanced, or at least one can say that women's rights and 

women's status are taking a better path than that of the women on the eastern 

side. It is evident in women's scholars, governmental representatives, and 

social structure and roles. 



Al-Ghazali dominated al-Azhar, which dominates the whole Arab world as the 

major reference of fatwas. It is however strictly dominated by the Saudi 

support through free financing throughout the decades.  

 

Amid both, scholars and societies (al-Ghazali and Ibn Rushd: eastern and 

western Arab countries), Ibn Taymiyya’s school previously adopted by the 

Wahhabis in Saudi Arabia managed to find its ways amid the frustrations that 

the Arab population continues to live . After each crisis or conflict, from east to 

west, spreading to the wider Islamic world, this school has managed to find its 

ways in substantial fundamentalist extremes. From one side, the usage of the 

terms that tackle the sentiments of Muslims and the promises of an afterlife 

within a life of oppressions and dictatorships, and from the other side, the 

support to such ideals that extracted groups such as al-Qaida and Da'esh by 

the Saudi Arabia rulers.  

 

Within this all, feminists such as Sa’dawi in the East and Mernissi in the West 

side of the Arab world both found themselves, while combating with ideas and 

thoughts that with the restrictions and the limitations of the Islamic schools 

within their societies in terms of women rights, entering the Saudi-fostered 

school of fundamentalism that was widely spread in both east and west under 

the name of Ibn Taymiyya and Salafists, in an aim to regain an assumed Arab 

nationalist Muslim-based reign or fascination.  

 



Both Sa'dawi and Mernissi used the medieval thinkers' ideals as a response 

to an earlier intervention than that of the masses, and the eruption of that 

thought in today's life within the Muslim Arab society. Sa'dawi used a more 

confrontational approach in defying medieval thought by addressing al-Azhar 

directly. Mernissi's scholarly work added a more in-depth critical approach 

within Islamic studies. Inside the masses that Sa'dawi addressed, the need to 

tackle the names of the thinkers directly was not useful, especially with a 

mentality of a society that the illiteracy rate is very high within it. Mernissi 

found herself face to face with al-Ghazali as her scholarly work in Islamic 

feminism developed.  

 

 

 

 

11) Conclusion  

 

It is true that al-Ghazālī''s and Ibn Taymiyya's schools influenced family 

relations and women's status in the Muslim world by maintaining a 

subordinate and inferior role for the woman. What al-Ghazālī' didn't live to see 

is how women were able to manipulate that part, though much of the marriage 

structure that al-Ghazālī' framed is still living. The relation between men and 

females in most cases is not just a man (superior) and a woman (inferior) 



because women have adapted to where a man's role became part of being 

the coworker or laborer who performs a role of assistance to the household. 

Even if it's not necessarily in cleaning and house chores, this partnership 

manifests in that labor that includes the type of handiwork that usually 

requires outside help. In other words, it is not just a man looking for a wife 

who will clean, take care of the children, and fulfill sexual desires, but it is also 

the man's particular role that many women seek, and that keeps the marriage 

institution running. 

While Mernissi worked extensively on parallel resources in fiqh and ḥadīth, 

such as al-Bukhari, just like medieval schools headed by al-Ghazālī’ and Ibn 

Taymiyya, she also used accountable sources such as An Nisai’, which they 

completely ignored. With her important findings and impressive discourse, she 

managed to open in the Islamic tradition a detailed feminist insight. 

A largely unmentioned issue I would like to draw attention to in this conclusion 

is that of polygamy in Islam. Mernissi explains in Beyond the Veil the process 

by which Moroccan family law has been formulated, as a consequence of the 

previous schools based on the Qur’anic verse that says, “Marry of women as 

may be agreeable to you, two, or three, or four; and if you fear you will not 

deal justly, then marry only one or what your right hands possess” (Holy 

Qur’an: An Nisa 3). 

Al-Ghazālī’ defended this verse, along with most Islamic scholars until this 

day. The phrase, “if you fear you will not deal justly, then marry only one” has 

been emphasized by feminists and progressive thinkers, including Ibn Rushd, 



who believed it indicated that the state of justice is impossible, because 

emotions cannot be controlled, and hence, the verse refutes the plurality of 

wives. This debate continues to occupy the Islamic world. What Mernissi 

didn’t engage is the legitimacy of using this verse in the first place as a source 

of legitimizing or creating a rule, since this is not the whole verse in the first 

place: 

“And if you fear that you will not be fair in dealing with the orphans, 

then marry of women as may be agreeable to you, two, or three, or 

four; and if you fear you will not deal justly, then marry only one or 

what your right hands possess. That is the nearest way for you to 

avoid injustice.” 

The verse explicitly addresses men and is more about orphans than marriage. 

To get a better picture of what exactly was meant, one would need to go to 

the previous verse, which says: 

And give to the orphans their properties and do not substitute the 

defective [of your own] for the good [of theirs]. And do not consume 

their properties into your own. Indeed, that is ever a great sin. (Holy 

Qur’an: An Nisa’ 2) 

This indicates that there is no doubt on what these verses' message is: 

orphans. If one considers the circumstances of that time, it wouldn't be difficult 

to understand what was meant. As the result of a lifestyle of combats, in 

which men were lost on battlefields, women of the time were likely to be 

widowed and left with orphans, and it is the orphans whom the Islamic 



morality wanted to preserve, by giving them justice regarding caring about 

them. This would result in marrying those widowed mothers so that their 

children would be raised in a better situation. This would have been an 

important virtue in the social structure that Islam intended to preserve. 

Mernissi, as with contemporary discourse in general, was trapped in 

defending the justification given in that small part of the verse, instead of 

being able to contend with the delegitimization of the rule caused by placing it 

in its broader context. 

Sa’dawi, unlike Mernissi, busied herself in a more confrontational discourse 

through her bold writings and feminist views, in which she refuted all given 

fiqh, and based her speech on what the Qur’an stated. Her discourse wasn't 

successfully received, given the large traditional background she was 

addressing, as her writing was always directed first to women and men in 

Egyptian villages, and then to regular readers from different backgrounds, and 

later to religious people when she was directly attacked from the top of the 

hierarchy. This approach prevented Sa'dawi from being well heard, as her 

words were often misinterpreted both at the bottom of the hierarchal structure 

and at the top.  

Al-Ghazālī' tried to refute philosophy and worked hard to keep people away 

from its teachings, thus controlling the development of the society. In a society 

that is deeply entrenched in beliefs that insist on tying them to the past, al-

Ghazālī' and Ibn Taymiyya remain prominent figures whose importance 

extends to that of the Prophet himself. 



Muslim societies remain composed of minds that al-Ghazālī' and his peers 

called "al-Awâm," and they insist on taking only what they agree are the 

closest words to God in Islamic teaching: al-Ghazālī' as one model, and Ibn 

Taymiyya as another. In the current fight over extremism represented by 

Da'esh (ISIS), whose supporters come from Ibn Taymiyya's school of thinking, 

al-Ghazālī' accounts for the moderate, non-extremist view of Muslim societies. 

Many scholars of al-Ghazālī' busied themselves with accusing him of being a 

misogynist without actually researching his intentions or his other works (apart 

from his views on abstinence and marriage), while other scholars defended 

him by giving him credit for the supposed enlightenment of Islamic thought, 

focusing on comparing his views to the radical school of thinking represented 

by Ibn Taymiyya, and thus representing him as a liberal Muslim. By judging 

his views on women in comparison with the liberal school, he seems 

surprisingly progressive. 

In discussions with scholars of al-Ghazālī’ specifically,168 The idealization of 

him remains. When asking those scholars why we as Muslims would not 

adopt Ibn Rushd's school, while the West took his teachings as a model for 

the West we see today, the answer is interesting to notice. The typical 

response is, what did Ibn Rushd have to offer? The contempt against Ibn 

Rushd and his Tahafut al-Tahafut is that it put him in a rivalry position with 

al-Ghazālī', and hence led to his works and his achievements in the 

Enlightenment era of medieval Islam being marginalized and disregarded.   

 
168 Specialized Scholars on al-Ghazālī’ in Palestine. 



As long as Islamic teaching is represented through two poles of patriarchal 

teachings—one in a disguise of extremism and another in a veil of 

moderation—the Muslim world will remain in this state of backwardness in its 

views, views that assert the inferiority of women and superiority of men. 

Ibn Rushd's thoughts, which aim to portray women as equal to men, still need 

to be applied both within the Muslim world and the entire world. This is by no 

means intended as an idealization of Ibn Rushd's views, because there are 

many points of disagreement, especially in comparing his observations in the 

fatwas in Fasl al Maqâl and Bidayat al-Mujtahid, for instance, and his 

comments in the Commentary on Plato; critics could accuse him of hypocrisy 

and double standards. Despite this, Ibn Rushd is a good example of an 

attempt at harmonizing religious beliefs based on Islamic teaching with logic 

based on philosophy. Ibn Rushd's try to effect changes in the then-current 

cultural and political structure of his time is what makes his views respectable 

and worthy of applying. His thoughts and views were more open to 

progressiveness than Plato's, because Ibn Rushd did not seek to create an 

Ideal State, but wanted a livable state for its entire people. His criticism of 

women in their economic role is, in fact, an important component of his views 

on equality, as he actualized roles for women in his society through 

discussion of the ideal concept of state in Plato's Republic. 

The courage Ibn Rushd took in presenting his ideas toward women is still 

worthy of promotion in today's Muslim societies. In many ways, Ibn Rushd 

harmonized methodologies that on the one side maintained the sensitivities of 

what is perceived as tradition and social norms, while on the other hand 



recognizing women as fellow citizens that are an integral part of creating a 

healthy society. 

Without question, any society that perceives women as inferior is a society 

that denies its ability to take a step forward. 

Al-Ghazali, who refuted philosophy in his infamous work Tahafut al-Falasifa, 

closed the discussion on the reliability and credibility of philosophy and 

secured the only path of religion teaching as the way to understanding and 

living. His plan, or his vision, exceeded his time. He was addressing the larger 

audience of future generations of Islam. 

 

Ibn Taymiyya, who put extensive time in his work on defying logic, and 

eliminating it from the dictionary of his followers, saying, “man tamantaqa fa 

had tazandaqa,”whoever girds with rationalism has fallen into infidelity. He 

gave some credibility to philosophers, despite refuting them in general, 

admitting that philosophers had their points of accurate evaluation and their 

points of error. He was yet, addressing issues directly with the current 

situation he was living in. He responded to other scholars in an attempt to 

answer needs of his time, unlike al-Ghazali, who was addressing both people 

in his day and in the future. The deep insight al-Ghazali had made him 

progressive on certain issues and kept him conservative in others. He was 

progressive in ideas that remained debatable in the main issues as discussed 

earlier and conservative in daily life affairs. Today's followers use his 

conservative ideas as a roadmap of current living tools. 



This makes Ibn Rushd continue to stand on a more balanced approach. The 

fact that Ibn Rushd shares common ideals of feminists today is by itself 

important. Ibn Rushd, of course, argued absolute egalitarianism by human 

nature and economic utility. Because women by nature can also be 

philosophers and generals, they shouldn't be subordinated to men. This for 

him was important in stressing that the change of the social status of women 

will lead to the prosperity of the society as a whole. Even though feminists 

today argue with stronger voices toward rights and equality, which underlie 

much of modern feminist discourse, the approach Ibn Rushd used in this 

sense, despite the limitations that have been found, are still prominent to his 

time. Ibn Rushd in this sense did not value a woman as a woman (or, for that 

matter, man as a man) but as potentially worthy persons who can achieve 

perfection as philosophers, generals, etc. In many ways, Ibn Rushd was not 

an egalitarian; he correlated value and achievement. The value of each 

person was measured by the amount of end he achieved. He stressed that 

the perfections and the imperfections are not tied within inequalities to gender, 

but both perfection and imperfection are found across gender divisions. 
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